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EEYE ADVOCATE

THE ONLY NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHED IN
CATRON COUNTY, N. M.

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

VOLUME II.

CO. FAR FROM BEING DEAD

and several other states, Catron County has reason to
feel proud of its showing.
Hinkle, former cowpuncher, will be our next governor. -- He says that he will cut expenses and stop waste.
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that that is not an issue just to get in on and
that Hinkle accomplishes just what he claims he will do
- '
in that connection.
The county ticket came thru with several candi-
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a safe majority.

A. T. Chavez, county clerk, has a majority of about

3".

J. Kidder was elected by a good majority

over his opponent for the office of county commissioner

val
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from the third district.

1

Billy Bunton came thru with one of the largest
majorities given any candidate on the county ticket.
T. C. Turk, Democratic candidate for the state senate, carried Catron County by a large majority, but lost
to his opponent, C. T. Brown, in Socorro County.
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date for assessor.
The precinct of Bursum paid its namesake a high
compliment by voting one, of the largest Republican
majorities in the entire county. t
Catron County has reason for feeling encouraged
in this election and the voters show by their action that

I J

they are not easily stampeded.
It is now all over so let us, every one, get behind tTie
successful candidates and aid them in filling their office
in the best possible manner.

FREE 19 YEARS, MISSOURI
FARMER GOES TO JAIL

The weather is quite cold
Memphis, Term., Nov. 9.
here at present and most of
our farmers have their apples Jesse Sanderson, Caruthers-villMo. farmer,
is on his
in the cellar; hay in the barn
or stack and are preparing vay f.ack to the Louisiana
for a big hunt. Some a.re re state penitentiary at Baton
io complei'; the serving
ported having killed bear al
f a i.ie senfM-.'after c:i j' tyready.
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unscrupulous enemy
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and permitted the air to get make use of them.
Savage, S
an
and
in it caused
explosion
Next in importance to the For State Auditor:
exDerience
Unfortunately
Miss Lucie Becker gave a party to
spread the: fire rapidly.
599
has taucht us that humane destruction of the larger pre
Delgado, R.
her many friends last Friday even
o
605
conventions are only of use in dacious animals comes the
Vigil, D.
ing. A large number were present
35
MOGOLLON
Keegan, S.
peace time. The law of bel-- coyote," said Mr. Landon.
and had a very enjoyable time.
liferents has alwavs been that "During six years more than For State Treasurer:
Mrs. Harry Booth, who has the end justifies the means. 16,000 coyotes have been kill- 612
Rev. J. M. Humphrey of the Tresby
Matson, R.
We may be able to suppress ed to protect nerds and tlocKs
D
613
terian church will give a series of lec been visiting friends and relaCorbin,
111
Aexas. inese ammais are
29
S.
tures at three o'clock every Sunday tives in the east for three war, but it is impossible to
Higgins,
more humane or less oiten cunning and dety tne For
afternoon this month, everybody wel months, has recently, returned. make it
Public
Instruction:
Supt.
most
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Lipsey cruel.
experienced trappers.
come.
Maude L. Blaney, R
574
One coyote had eluded
"Let us consider then some
November Bth, "Creation to the are in Mogollon for the winter.
D.
Isable
644
and
hunters
for
two
Eckles,
of
been
trappers
the
the
that
parts
chemistry
They have
spending
Flood."
31
Hattie Kimball, S
homestead on could Dlav on the battlefield, years, killing many sheep.
November 12th, "From the Flood to summer on their
a predatory animal con- - For Member State Corp. Com:
When
cannot
as
as
we
Mesa.
the
prevent
long
.
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the call of Abraham."
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Mr. C. A. Botsford returned that there being such things "UI I,ia" unany succeeaea m
P. A. Hill, R. 682
Novembre 19, "The Call of Abraham
him
the coyote Montoya, D.
trapping
549
Tuesday from a fishing and as battlefields.
to Captivity"
"We cannot nrevent fler- - gnawed his toot off. Dogs
of several weeks
31
Green, S.
November 26, "From Capltivity to hunting trip
makinp-inHiiro- .
chased him over a six foot One Senator from 14th Senat
vet
from
manv
Creek.
on
Willow
the Second Coming."
The first snow of the season the ingredients necessary for 'wolf proof fence and caught
orial District: December 3rd, "Second Coming to
fell
on Saturday, October, 28. its manufacture are the same nim aiter a cnflse oi several
C. T. Brown, R.
the Millenieum."
471
Work on the road over the which are used for makinor the miles,
C. Turk, D
T.
781
December 10th, "From Millenium to
At present tne work is
mountain has been completed. famous mustard gas. In fut- the White Throne Judgment."
State
Representatives
This stretch of the road is now ure, instead of clouds of pois- - handicapped for lack of funds Two
Legislature :
men "emS avaname to taice
Miss Mary Flemming died at the one of the best between Mog- on gas, more or less harmful,
D. Ortega, R.
one
care
of
596
third
the
only
must
of
imnerexnect
we
Silver
ip.ts
ollon
and
City.
home of her niece, Mrs. H. H. Boyer,
605
Barreras, D.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Tanner ceptible powder poured on the demands of the stockmen of
on Beaver Creek,
Friday morning,
729
Bunton, R.
November 3rd after a lingering illness have recently come to Mog- ground and forming an invis- - ine state.
T.
D
488
home
to
here
ollon
make
Ortega,
lble
their
danger.
due to old age. She was about 65
is employed by the
One Representative to State
"Germany began gas war- - BOOTLEGGERS SCHEME
years old and had made her home Mr. Tanner
Mines
Decause
Company.
Mogollon
tne
oi
Legislature from the Shoe
rare,
supremwith Mrs. Boyer the past two years.
AVOIDS BOOZE WASTE
Miss Eleanor Holland, of El acy oi ner cnemicai industry.
District:
String
.
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nr.,
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R.
W.
J.
772
The Round Valley High School foot aso, is visiting her brother, J. "e
Jones,
"r! tZZr:i !"lV.
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 9.
Holland.
ball team went to Holbrook, Saturday
Much good liquor has been For County Commissioner:
to play with the Holbrook High, and
6
'
lost on its way from British
First District.
Tt- again. '
were defeated by a score of 60 to 0.
OBREGON SUSPENDS
Columbia to Puget Sound
R.
545
Gile,
BUSINESS RELATIONS
D.
666
Garcia,
certain attention is drawn to
u" W:
Neal Phelps left Sunday for Los
Second
District.
of
scientific
toxic
possibilities
school
to
there. Ray
Mexico City, Mexico, Nov
Angeles
cargo
494
Trujillo, R.
Commercial relations be attack and defence.
Brlnkley went to Kingman to spend
board. Rum smugglers have
E. Kiehne, D
717
"Among others, for instance IT,1",'
the winter. They were taken to Hoi tween the
Mexican govern
brook by Thos. Phelps,
ment and all persons or groups
Third District.
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u
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Kidder, R.
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school at Greer the past month, was sion until further notice as a smeii aim wiucu wuuiu
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For
Probate
"
.
Judge
to
it necessary for the soldiers
compelled to resign owing to 111 result of instructions sent to
606
Jiron, R.
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health, and left Friday for her home the department of the interior continually wear masks, otherD.
593
Romero,
be
thew
would
asphyx- whole tloat. And so that it
in Denver, Colorado.
late last night by President wise
.
.
For
.,,
lated without warning.
Clerk:
County
narhnar.A
Obregon.
640
Chavez, R.
The president also had the
Lyman Raef, a former machanic in
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the Becker Garage, returned this week various Mexican state governBaca, D.
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day evening.

elected by a safe majority.
Abb Alexander, Democratic candidate for sheriff,
defeated E. J. Baca by a large majority.
Emit Kiehne was elected county commissioner from
the second district by a large majority over his
cratic opponent Trujillo.
J. C. Scott won over Blachford, Republican
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dates in some of the most important offices. Miss Deat-ro- n
to the office of school
Campbell was
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V. Belding, of Holbrook,
to future horrors of chemical ed.
week,
candidate on the state and
secured a lease and will take charge Storage House Belonging to warfare as described by Maj.
30 days a trapper of Catron county ticket i
Within
Chambon
on Wednesday the 8th. The Tavern
Estate, Friday.
Lefebure's book on the subject the United States
predatory For U. S. Senate:
is one of the best hotels In this part
in an article in Le Progress
animal control department in
The place had been used Civique, saying:
of the country and is a very popualr
606
Davis, R.
five loboes
captured
638
D.
"Since the atrocities of the Texas
place for the travelers. Mr. Belding over a period of years for stor
.U
U
1
4.
,, .
Jones,
m uic
comes highly recommended as a hotel age purposes ana contained last war threaten
to be in- - """""
29
S.
Rivera,
v
a
There
uuiuiuuuuwuus ior wears For
man. He has leases on the Commer- about 700 tons of hay
L- - B.
Congress:
were a number of wngon3, sev
Taylor, a ranchman of
nt .,w- - ia it nf
cial at Holbrook and the Hotel Apathe district, estimated the Mrs. Otero Warren,
innJL
iQ
che at Cooley. Ira Hall, of Gallup, eral automobiles and a truck
C20
John Morrow, D.
BLOCK. Ul
"WIG
K,""'"
V,of V.o,r m
who was formerly empolyed by Mr. in the building all of which
ou moi
wivjr V1"' nnn a ,mQ,.
S
29
E.
TV,
A.
suujcw,
Moon,
oV,
was
totally destroyed entail abandon the idea of settling
Belding In Gallup will manage the
:
For
Govcruoi
of
loss
a
about
$32,000,
ing
Mr.
conflicts jn tfus way, unless
Apache Tavern for
Belding. Mr.
...
i
u fV,?a
607
Hill, K
and Mrs. Hall came In Thursday and which was partly overed by they want to completely
an- WolveS- - the
BeSldeS
theSe
628
insurance.
Hinkle, D
nihilnt. th
are now at home at the Apache
32
Four people are known to "At the end of 1918, 50 per trapper caught 15 coyotes
Smith, S.
J. E. Thele, who has conwhich have been killing young For Lieut. Governor :
ducted the place the past two years have perished in the flames; cent of the shells fired were
calves on the range.
will leave Wednesday for Long Beach, three of the bodies have been filled with gas and poisonous
R
544
the past six years Gallegos,
are:
recovered,
Young
they
California to join his family who has
and this propor twoDuring
D.
6tf8
compositions,
Baca,
other packs of loboes have
Henry Chambon, Julius Cam- - tion was about to be increased.
been there the past throe months.
39
Gregg. S.
in Texas, ac- predon, Andrus Crespin and Next time the belligerents on been: .. destroyed
...
of
For
i
t
State:
i
Secretary
Fire destroyed the beautiful two Cornelius Crespin, son of An. both sides will use nothing
596
i
uiictwi ui yieuuiuiy animal Des Georges, R
story home of Mrs. Neadice Thomp drus. The son of Henry Drey. else
D.
594
Chacon,
10
son the first of the weeek. Mrs. Thom fus is missing and is thought to
is
"The danger particularly
37
S.
15 miles
of
Ran
Bigsbee,
be in the ruins. Paul Frassinet
son had been away all night with
great because all chemical kin on the Pecos river and the For Justice
were inCourt:
sick friond and her two nephews made and three tourists
Supreme
use
having their
productions,
second pack of 14 covered a Barnes, R.
e n nn
i
a fire in the Vange In the morning jured.
m r imrllt ntii r
607
tinine
m tpeine
v"iu"i"'iii r
miles south of
Mrs.
is
It
that
and
went back to bed. Neighbors
rth a vm apontira llaal nn noono territory
610
reported
Bratton, D.
of conference, no nrotocol of the
in saw the building on fire and Crespin,- - mother and wife
30
McDonald, S
A mountain lion which had For Com'sioner Public Land :
awakened the boys who got ox with Cornelius and Andrus Lrespin league of nations, not even a
only scant clothing. Everything was died of heart failure on receiv treaty can prevent them from kllled a reat amount of stock
585
Muller, R
n the Baker and White
a total loss as she carried no insur ing the news of the disaster.
heino- manufactured.
D.
658
Baca,
was
The fire started about 12:30
rancnes
near
Iranian
snot,
And s trip mnjr simnlp
S.
35
Berry,
otners were Killed near
p. m. from the yard used by mnHifiV.nt.ion
pusilv rhano-PsUnreFor
General:
E. C. Maxwell and daughters re the fire had been burning for
Attorney
the
Pecos
into
where.
empties
them into weapons of war, It til
Is i r
A
i nn-- rln
wh n n
turned from Luna Saturday where some time on the inside and
624
Sedillo, R.
Xli"
be loolish to expect an
would
for
dance
616
Fri when the place was opened
a
they furnished music
Helmick, D.
not to estimated the loss from these

In view of the Democratic land slide in New Mexico,

50 votes.

NOV. 11, 1922.

SATURDAY,

TEXAS LOBO WOLVES
HAY BARN AT SOCORRO
COMPLETE RETURNS ON
WAR GAS MAY BE MADE
BY
KILLED
FOUR
DEADLY
BURNED
BURNS.
TRAPPERS
MORE
MUCH
CATRON COUNTY VOTE
SPRINGERVILLE, ARIZONA
TO DEATH. LOSS $30,000
Paris, France, Nov., 9.
The last
of lobo wolBelow is given the majority
The Apache Tavern changed hands
Verraux draws attention ves in Texaspack
Gen.
Barn and
been destroy- vote in Catron county for each
has
Fire
Destroyed
Hay
W.
this

REPUBLICANS IN CATRON

by

RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO,

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES WITH YOU
NO NEED OF WEEPING
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ing J 9 years ct freedom, fol- received
an
from
icuvi"r his esi'apt.' from prison
ering
injury
from a fall some weeks ago.
ira.'iilerson ivjA turned over
The infant of Mr. and Mrs.
Cleve Hickson is recovering to the authorities by his dau
from pneumonia.
ghter, who, officers say, was
when her father
Leo, the young son of Mr. angered
and Mrs. Ross has been quite drove away a young man who
ill this week.
was paying attention to her,
Sanderson was convicted in
Daddy Wyatt met with a
serous accident while driving 1901, but two years later, esa big car. They were round- caped, went to Caruthersville,
to
friends,
ing a curve, the car upset and maried. and has raised a from Ft. Worth, Tex., visit
Mr. Mitchell, who was an oc- family.
A big Republican Rally and dance
cupant, had his nose nearly
severed.
The safe of , the Reserve was held in Eagar Friday night, and
Mrs. Ed. Hudson was badly State Bank has been taken Saturday evening in Springervllle. All
burned this week by hot from the debris and opened. the candidates were present and a
grease splashing on her ankle. The contents are found to be rousing big time was had.
The election is over; let's intact.
Some of the books
all settle down to business were badly scorched and the STUDEBAKER AND FORD
COME TOGETHER ON A
once more.
note box, while it held toBAD MOUNTAIN ROAD
Rev. Dr. Marquis delivered
in
a
of
somewhat
was
gether
good sermons last Saturday serious ' condition, externally,
In the mountains near the
night, Sunday morning and from the" fire.
R. O. ranch in the vicinity of
audito
attentive
evening,
The inner vault containing
ences . He is always welcome. currency and silver was open Alma a Studebaker car and a
Tipton has had a road ed Friday morning and the Ford met head on and two
gsrrgr working roads lately, money found to be without in- people were severely injured.
Bill Evans had his nose severand they need it. We also jury.
'
ed almost from his face, the
need good mail route and
Temporary cuarrirs for the
Bill
county seat roads. Think it bank and post office have been bridge being broken.
frorfi a badly
suffered
Tate
over.
established across the street battered cheek
bone, the
Pleasanton
The
school from the court house.
wound endangering the sight
house has been doing some
Both cars
A among them we noticed, Mr. of the left eye.
needed repairs recently.
social dance was given recent- Grant Milligan, Mr. and Mrs. were badly injured, the Ford
Abb Alexander, Mr. A. Kiehne being completely demolished.
ly by the young folks.
Bill Tate told the editor of
A dance at Alma was a very W. J, Jones, Bob Blatchford
the Advocate that he believed
pleasing feature, which was and others.
shared by young people from
Hallowe'en was observed in the Republicans to be responGlenwood.
grand style at Glenwood and sible for the accident, but that
Quite a few people from the there were lots of "spooks," he recovered sufficiently to
county seat were visitors in and a "weinie" roast was en- vote the Democratic ticket last
this section recently, and joyed by all.
Tuesday
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C

ments instructed to refrain
from commercial Intercourse
with New York firms.
Formal orders for
ing the New York consulate
had not been dispatched to
from Mexico City late last
night. It was explained that
the delay was due merely to
the absence of instructions
from the embassy at Washing
re-op- en

ton.

FIRE DESTROYS HALL
AT FORT BAYARD, N. M.

C.--

,

'ZLt

Fort Bayard, N. M., Oct. 31.

Fire practically destroyted
the women s building at the
here
government
hospital
early today.
Scores of nurses, maids and
other women employes of the
institution escaped in their
night clothes, losing practically all their effects in the
building.
A dozen maida jumped
from windows to the ground,
18 to 20 feet, to escape the
flames. None were hurt.
Subscribe for the Advocate.
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made for mixing chloroform
with the poison gas in order to
make the soldiers who inhale
it.
motionless.
Incendiary
properties of certain bodies
will undoubtedly also be de- veloped.
It is possible today by
chemical means, to transform
a whole territory into a nat- ural obstacle, having the same
value a3 strongly defended
The Germans, in
March, 1918, created defens- ive flanks to their attacks, in
this way.
"It is even thought that in
gas will do away with
the trenches and that a posion- zone may be substituteed
for barbed wire.
"Air plants will cover the
towns in enemy territory with
vapor, so that there
will be no rear and no civil- ians.
"Even tanks would be with- out effect as they will be sur- rounded with noxious fumes,
"If we add to this, electric
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bombs,
shocks,
deadly bacteria, we must in- deed shudder at the idea ot
another war.
The contact would no
more be limited to two powers
than it was last time. More
nations would join in it than
ever, and their methods of
struction would be such as to
engender a veritable annihil- ation of the human race.
"There would be neither
front nor rear, it would be
possible to breathe the air, the
electrified earth would trem-ou- s
ble in its depths, whole cities
would disappear instantaneo- usly, and neither old people
nor children would be
ed from these deadly fumes,
"We must not dispair, then,
that the evil and its excess will
one day bring about salutary
reaction and that the bare
idea of future horrors will
finally make war impossible."
radio-activ-

de-grou-

im-tim-

shelter-poisono-

e,

us

Baca, R.
Alexander, D.
For Assessor :
Blachford, R.
Scott, D.
For County Treasurer:
A. Kiehne, R.
Baldwin, D.
For Supt. Schools:
Deatron Campbell, R.
F. B. Pullen, D.
For County Surveyor:
1
Guiterrez, R.
Russell, D.

475
765
493
728
583
639
655
573
549
682
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COUNTY AGT KOOGLER
TO BE TRANSFERRED

Mr. Koogler, who has filled
the position of county agent In
Catron county, with headquarters at Reserve, will leave
at an early date for Santa
Rosa where he will make his
permanent headquarters.
The office of county agent
has been discontinued in Catron county by the State Tax
Commission since the county
has been made fifth class.
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Sure Relief SCARFS IN FAVOR
IHDIGESTIO!

WOMEN OF MIDDLE AGE

FOR

Charming Accessory Is Easy to
Make at Home.

6

water
Sure Relief

Just Matter

of Choosing Right
rials and Putting Together
'the Right Way.

ELL-AN- S
ZA and 75$ Packages. Everywhere
Salvage.
Geneva, iijro three, IihcI received a
dift of chewing gum nnd was industriously chewing it as she lay playing
with her hahy brother.
Suddenly
Geneva raised up and looked at her
mother, who sat beside theia, in
"I swallowed it," she just hreathed.
Her iniither laughed and began to
tease her, and then Geneva, her tiny
face very solemn, said:
"See if you can tret it out."

WL.DOUGLAS
$5$6$7&8 SHOES
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$10 or

Vl mUot

Do you possess enough scarfs? They
particular favor just now, and
haven't all you want, by all
go to work and make some
For making theui Isn't a difficult thing to do. And It Isn't an expensive thing to do, either. It is Just
n matter of chooHiug the right materials and putting them together In the
rljjht way.
Of course, the simplest sort of scarf
for evening Is Just the strip of tulle.
This need not be finished In any way.
It comes In different widths. The one
a yard und a half wide Is a good one
to choose.
Get threiMiuurters of a
Is
yard for a scarf. Three-quarter- s
the width, of course, and the yard and
a half Is the length.
You can put u big tassel on each
end of a length of tulle to make a
little more elahmace scarf. Silver and
gilt tassels come at all sorts of prices
three or four dollars for the big
ones, 0(1 cents for the smaller ones,
and as little as l!j cents for the very
little ones.
If you want something more elabo
rate still you can buy a strip of velvet- brocaded chiffon and hem all Its edges,
or edge them, shawl-wise- ,
with fringe.
Then there are those
scarfs. To make them get ft length
of crepe tie chine or other thin silk
fabric, and knot the ends or else tie
them with a strip of white rag. Then
Immerse the scarf In Rome dye orange
or scarlet, gray or blue. Use a cream
or white or ecru fabric for the foundation. Then when the scarf is dyed
there will be an Irregular band at the
ends where it was tied or bound of
the original color.

She Loves, But Alas, She Cannot Read

LOOSE AND

LONGER

GOWN

mil
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rrom the shoulder this charming
dress of crepe drapes across the figure
to the waistline, full in the back and
caught at the side with large metal
medallions. Tiny metal ornaments
sleeves and the
hang from the
overdrape of the long skirt with its
uneven hem.
fish-ta-

NEW SHORT LEATHER JACKETS
Highly-Glaze-

He who smokes last
I

.smokes best
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Wherein our correspondent
takes a Ion? (hot at
Zanesville, O.
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8

'.w

Another Jncket, made for a promi
nent French actress for wear i.t a premiere, was made of blistered kid. very
soft nnd supple, the blistered effect
Ac
being emphasized hy embroidery.
companying this Jacket was a white
dress, the skirt made of cloth and the
waist of jreorgelte crepe. The sleeves
of the dress were embroidered In a
Roumanian motif its were the small
pockets on the skirt.
Among novelties being used as trimmings on (lull leather Jackets are
highly glazed leathers In red, blue
and other bright hues. These vivid
colors are particularly effective upon
backgrounds of neutral colorings.

Will ynu allow mo to takp Isiua with
your A. K. K. from Zanesville who la
that thp beat pipe of the day is the
one amuked right after breakfaal?
Of courae, I have no intimate knowledge of local conditions down in Southern
Ohio, but up here the majority of us regular pipe smokers have a decided leaning
towards the last pipe of the evening.
Take a night when you are sitting in
front of the fire after the neighbors have
gone. Your wife suggests it ia bedtime,
and while you admit It is, you hsve a
craving for one last smoke. She goes on
upstairs and you promise to follow directly. But instead you take out your
pipe and light up. You smoke slowly
and peacefully, calling out at intervals
that you'll be there in a minute. Only
you don't go until the last aish baa died
in the bowl of your pipe.
That's my idea of the best smoke of

Fur-Co-

tht day.

chln-cld-

Yes, as we suggested above, when
we gave space to an xpresaion of

about

ittAwaiBBn)'..!

'

opinion
which
is the best
pipe of the day, we

started something.
But we are glad to
open our columns
to friendly discussions about pipes
and smoking in
general.
So if you have
any particular
notions, fads or
al

d.

Ready-Rubbe-

Edge-wort-

two-doz-

RedV-Rubbe-

Styles.

TiTBW V OltK. For ten days, until
they found and dragged him
away, Francesco Tata, whose home Is
in Detroit, sat on a bench In n big hall
at Ellis island looking into the black
eyes of comely Antonla Martitio, who
loved him when he was a boy In Naples and who, as his proxy wife, arrived on board the steamship Gugliel-mPeirce to Join him. Now the
chances are Francesco never will see
her again.
When Antonla arrived she produced
a certificate from the Italian government that she Intended to Join her
husband.
Francesco went to Ellis island to
claim her, bwt since they "hud been
married only by proxy and not by the pies.

Emmett Says the Dalton Gang Was Loco
HICAGO. Thirty years ago five
men rode Into Coffeyville, Kan.
It was Just a coincidence that a purty
of Cnfted States marshals,
looking
for the dreaded Dalton guns, hid JnBt
ridden In. The five dismounted and
proceeded to rob not one bank, but
two! A battle ensued and the famous
Dalton gang, Bob Hnd Grat'ten Dalton
and Powers and Broadwell, were exHe
terminated all but Emmett.
lived.
A large man, with a drooping hat,
draped himself over a hotel desk In

e.if r
for a horn of milk.
Every time I
hangs up this ole hat It- costs fine a
ransom."
Mr. Dalton Is president of a picture,
corporation, and he directs the malting of western movies. Since his re
lease from prison In 1!K)7, when he was
pardoned after serving 144 years of
a life sentence, he has "gone straight.
Much of his time is devoted to lectur
ing on the folly of a criminal career.
On the trip with Mr. Dalton Is his
wife, Mrs. Julia Dalton. She was his
childhood sweetheart of Tulsa, Okla.,
and waited through nil the years of
his imprisonment to marry hint when
he was released.

Chicago and scrawled on the register
"Emmett Dalton, Los Angeles." Then
he sunk Into a lounging chair and
pulled the large hat over his face.
"Ah'm a sad- - mas," he drawled.
"Ah'm on man way to see President
Harding and Ah think maybe Ah'll tell
him a whole lot.
"Dalton gang?" he snorted. "Huh I
There
Say, those boys were loco.
wahn't no sense In robbing banks and
trains and things with a whole ot of
s
when any hombre can start

FURS THAT MATCH WINTER OUTFIT
Peltry Promises to Be More Fashionable This Season; Cheaper
Materials In Demand.

h,

pussy cats. Heaver and nutria will
both he greatly in vogue.
In white
furs there are ninny imitations of royal
ermine.
The Harem Hat.
Though autumn is here there Is no
waning today of u style which cnme
Into being originally as a result of
warm weather the harem hat. This
is the mushroom
hut of wide" brim
double
from, which droops a
fold of chiffon extending almost to the
tip of the nose. Such a hat was seen
recently, faced and covered with pink
mauve chiffon and pave n delightfully
rosy tint to the upper half of the face,
Gloves.

The gauntlet glove Is still in evi
dence.
The gauntlet Is often quite
flaring, nnd Into It may be Inserted a
gore in u contrasting shade of kid or
fabric. A rather wide strap around
the wrist, snapping below the palm of
the hand, Is a new feature. In fiber
gloves, the cuffs frequently are embroidered nnd sometimes turned back
to show a silk lining.
Red Trimmings.

an
Iled
perennial
surtorlally speaking. It is seldom
scheduled for overwhelming popularity, but there Is never a season during which It doesn't put In an appearance. Its chief use this season Is to
line the wide sleeves or loose panels
that continue to be worn, or to touch
up a dark gown with a dash of
Is

ATrying Period Through Which Every
Woman Must Pass
Practical Suggestions Given by the Women Whose
Letters Follow
The critical time of a woman's life
usually comes between the years of
45 and 50, and is often beset with annoying symptoms such as nervousness, irritability, melancholia. Heat
flashes or waves of heat appear to
to
pass over the body, cause the face
be very red and often bring on headsuffoache, dizziness and a sense of
cation.

Phila., Pa. "When I was going
through the Change of Life I was
weak, nervous, dizzy and had headaches. I was troubled in this way for
two years and was hardly able to do
my work. My friends advised me to
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and I am very sorry that
I did not take it sooner. But I have
got good results from it and am now
able to do my housework most of the
time. I recommend your medicine
to those who have similar troubles.
I do not like publicity, but if it will
help other women 1 will be glad for
you to use my letter. "Mrs. Fannie Rosenstein, 882 N. Holly St,
Phila., Pa.
Detroit, Michigan "During the
Change of Life I had a lot of stomach
trouble and was bothered a great deal
with hot flashes. Sometimes I was
not able to do any work at all. I read
about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound in your little books and
took it with very good results. I keep
house and am able now to do all my
own work. I recommend your medicine and am willing for you to publish my testimonial." Mrs. J. S.
LrvERNOis, 2051 Junction Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

Another annoying symptom which
comes at this time is an inability to
recall names, dates or other small
facts. This is liable tomakea woman
She belose 'confidence in herself.
comes nervous, avoids meeting
alone.
out
strangers and dreads to go
Pinkham's Vegetable
is especially adapted to
help women at this time. It exercises a restorative influence, tones
and strengthens the system, and assists nature in the long weeks and
months covering this period. Let it
help carry you through this time of
life. It is a splendid medicine for the
middle-age- d
woman.
It is prepared
from medicinal roots and herbs and
contains no harmful drugs or
Lydia E.

Compound

k
upon "Ailments
Lydia B. Pinkham's Private
Peculiar to Women" will be sent you free upon request. Write
to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.
Text-Boo-

DON'S

LET THAT

COUGH

CONTINUE!

Compound
Distemper
Spohn's
a
At the
short
knock
it in very

will

first Bipn of

time.

cough

It will
or cold In your horse, tve a few doses of "SPOHN'S."
act on the glands, eliminate the disease germ and prevent further destruction of body by disease. "SPOHN'S" has been the
standard remedv for .DISTEMl'EK, INFLUENZA, PINK ETB,
ClTARKH AL, FEVER, COUGHS and COLDS for over a quaiter
of a century. Sold In two sizes at all drug stores.
INDIANA
MEDICAL

bl'OHN

GOS1USN,

CO.MPANX

BSBB

.

disordered Carter's
Stomach
Pills

Little Liver
Take a good dose of
then take z or 6 tor a tew nights atter.
CARTER'S
meals
of trouble to
relish

IITTLE

PILLS

You will
without fear
your
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They end the misery of Constipation.
Genolne bear

sinature-

-

sgt

SI1

Pill; Small Dole; Small Price

xxmsimmmmmmaa

Let This Mind Be in You.
Superfluity.
Let this mind he in you, which was
"Pn, what is a nonessential Indusalso In Christ Jesus. Let nothing be try?" "Well, for example, my son,
done through strife or vainglory; but making artificial flies."
In lowliness of mind let each esteem '
"
r

other better than themselves.

Philip-plan- s

2 :I, 3.

SWAMP-ROO- T

FOR

KIDNEY AILMENTS

There is, only one medicine thnt really
stands out
as a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
stands the
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
cases.
upon thousands of distressing
t
Swamp-Roomakes friends quickly beis
mild
immediate
cause
its
and
effect
can obtain the services of a reliable soon realized in most cases.
It is a genwork.
a
outside
for
little
prize fighter
tle, healing vegetable compound.
Sold at all
Start treatment at once.
"My husband, who up .until the ad
vent of prohibition, was about as drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium
and large.
model a spouse as can be Imagined,
However, if you wish first to test this
lias lately come under the Influence of great
preparation send ten cents to Dr.
a man whose Intentions, I fear, are Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
not the best. This man, I have rea sample bottle. When writing be sure and
son to believe, Is a bootlegger, or even mention this paper. Advertisement.
worse, and he Insists on taking my
Just Think of It!
husband away from home.
If they had had gland treatments In
"Now, my husband Is neither strong
armed nor strong willed, and while 1 Methuselah's time he might have been
think he would like to be rid of this living yet. Pittsburgh Gazette Times.

hlsself a restaurant. vVhy, say there's
a coyote down the avenue here that
Just got finished charging me 20 cents

Listen With All Your Cauliflower Ears

n

Rabbit Fur.
Rabbit fur Is being used most efHere is the afternoon gown with the
loose effect and compromised length
fectively on frocks and conts and
that attracted so much attention at gives that very soft, Huffy effect that
the recent annual fall style show of Is so desirable this year. It Is beautithe Fashion Art League of America, ful with velvet, und may be dyed the
most fascinating shades.
held in Chicago.

Furs bid fair to be more fashionable
than ever this winter nnd It Is not nec
essarily the costly pelt that will claim
Dame Fashion's favor, according to a
fancies, send fashion authority In the New York
We
them along.
Tribune. Kven the humblest of ani
are taking aneu-trmals, not excepting the alley cats,
standpoint
ourselves, not even acting as referees have been called upon to give up their
hides lo satisfy the demand.
in the debate.
And if you aren't an Edgeworth
Owing to the use of cheap furs, there
une oi ine
imoker, be sure and tell us about it. are many dyed errects.
For we want to send you free samples, chic things will be to use n fur thut
of
both
generous helpings
Edgeworth exactly matches In color the fabric of
Plug Slice and
the garment which It adorns; thus cat,
has
made friends all rabbit, hare and squirrel furs are beEdgeworth
over the world. Some smokers may
ing dyed In beige, gray and brown
not care for Edgeworth, but those who
tones to match materials.
Caracul,
do, we believe, settle down and never
one of the more expensive furs, Is also
moke any other tobacco the rest of
their lives.
being dyed In fieso fabric tones.
In addition to these smart,
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
luit the needs and means of all purInexpensive furs, which are frankly
chasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
what they are, there are many Imita
d
and Edgeworth
are tions of mink, chinchilla, seul and
in
e
small,
pocket-sizpackages,
packed
are the Japanese mink,
in handsome tin humidors, and also in beaver. There
Columbian mink und marmot, all of
various handy
sizes.
For the free samples address Larus which approach real mink In appearance. There are kolinsky and the
& Brother Company, 44 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va. If you will also blended marten, which Imitate sable.
add the name of the dealer to whom
There are chinchilla rat, wlscatch, the
you will go if you should like
animal from Bolivia ; the Auswe would appreciate that hybrid
tralian opossum and the petit grls, all
courtesy on your part.
to counterfeit the costly and
to Retail Tobacco MerchsnU: If trying
rare chinchilla of the Andes.
Cannot
with
supply you
jrour jobber
Then there Is always the Hudson
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Comseal, which now Is more popular than
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
carton the real' Alaskan and practically as
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
expensive, with Its train of counter-tel- ts
d
for the saas price you
electric seal, dyed rabbit and
would pay tht Jobber.
Keady-Kubbe-

Francesco was frightened at that,

and disappeared. He thought be had
been arrested for perjury, und for several hours' he milled about the halls.
When night came and the guard!
hustled ull the men Into one hall,
Francesco went along, too. The Immigration officials forgot all about
him.
The next day Francesco found Antonla.
They picked out a bench and
there they sat and Inlked. And every
night she was herded Into the women's hall and he into the men's.
In the meantime the police of De
trolt, assisted by Italian organization!-anconsuls, began a search for Fran
cesco. Finally they found him sitting
on the bench with Antonla. They told
him to leave.
At first the agents believed they
could let Antonla enter the United
States. She Is proficient In embroidery work, she does housework well,
and she Is said to have many other
useful accomplishments,
But it was discovered that she could
not rend 40 words of any language.
So Antonla may be sent back to Na,

The new fur coats are distinctly
Many shown are full length,
longer.
coming to a point not fur abovfe the
ankle. Many of the capes are of the
"ripple" sort with w ide armholes. The
collar billows up over the
hat in buck, and In front hides the tip
of the nose.

Or suppose you've been out to a stiff,
formal party where all they gave you
were cigara and cigarette.
You get
home about 12 G. M., take off your glad
rags and jump into something cool and
comfortable.
Then you find your old
pipe, hunt up the blue can of Edgewortb
and light up for s real amoke.
Yea, sir, for every smoker A. K. K.
can produce who likes hia
pipe best, I'll guarantee to name a
dosen men who prefer the last amoke of
the evening. And most of us are dg(
wortb smokers, too.
Yours very sincerely,
(Signed) T. S. Flint,
New York City.

LaKSESSSssaS

Jackets that serve for outdoor wear
are evolved from kid or leather. One
attractive model is developed from
gray leather and trimmed with red
the red taking the form of n narrow
piping around the standing collar, the
cuffs, the pockets nnd the front closing.

When we printed a letter from a
imoker who professed a preference for
the early morning smoke, apparently
we started something.
Almost the
next mail brought along a batch of
letters, among which the following is
a fair sample:
Dear Sin:

ITAUt?

o

..... ..,

Trimmings in Red and
Blue Are Used Upon Neutral
Backgrounds.

to,

old method, he was threatened
with arrest for perjury.

good
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GOWN FOR YOUNG MATRON

If there is
young prlne
fighter anxious to make a little money
on the side in the crowd, let him step
forward.
Included In the nsual assortment of
mall addressed to the sporting editor,
of her favorite dally paper the other
morning was a touching little appeal
from a Charlotte woman who Is seeking a "reliable prize tighter" to clear
up a bit of domestic difficulty. Her
letter follows, In part;
"Dear Sir: I era writing you to find
Jf there Is not some way In which I
CHARLOTTE,

MICH.

fellow, he Is afraid to break away. 1
Following Through.
believe that some muscular gentleman
"Rub! Golf is an old man's game!"
of the pugilistic profession could ef"I can't afford It, either." Nushville
fect a separation of the two. I would
be glad to pay the usual fee attached Tennesseean.
Yours
to such proceedings.
very
MRS.
."
truly,
"P. S. I will also ball the man out
of Jail In case he collides with the law,
which docs not protect me or mine."
Pugs, It's a Rnap. You can write
your own ticket and swear Its "the
usual fee."

Mrs, M. Austin
Grainola, Okla. " I am now absolutely free from the feminine trouble
from which I suffered, together with
annoying nervousness, and I certainly r
owe my recovery to Doctor Pierce's"
Favorite Prescription. I have taken
only three bottles, but am sound and
well and have gained 19 pounds."
Mrs. Minnie Austin.
If you're nervous or troubled like
Mrs. Austin, go to your druggist at
once and obtain this Prescription of
Dr. Pierce's, in tablets or liquid. Write
Dr. Pierce in Buffalo, N. Y., for free,
confidential medical advice. Send 10c
if you desire a trial package tablets.
In the long run the chief aim of human laws Is to protect the rights of
the minority.

An American Woman Without a Country
Mrs. Virginia L.
West Grand boulevard,
has made the startling discovery that
she Is a woman without a country. By
birth she Is an American.
By her
marriage ho Dr. Edward T. Roth she
bscame a German subject. Yet neither
country will claim her as a citizen and
both refuse to grant her a passport.
As a result Mrs. Roth Hied a peti
tion for her first naturalization papers
In order to become a citizen of tbe
country In which she was born.
Recently Doctor Roth, a German by
birth, received his second papers,
making him an American citizen. The
couple then applied for passports as
Americans to Germany, for which they
had planned to sail on October 4. It
was then Mrs. Roth learned of her
plight.
Doctor Roth was granted a passport but his wife was refused one on
tht ground that she Is not an Amer
ican citizen.
Technically, as the law
f the United States now exists, she is
,aet. The particular law responsible
In this rase Is the Cable set, which
effective September 22, confer-ttB- f
Independent citizenship rights on
woman Irrespective of her huabaid's

DETROIT,

tletvallty.

MICH

1

YOU'RE

0M

Oi.

A native of Alabama, Mrs. Roth waa
sn American until her marriage In
1920 to Doctor Roth, who was at the
time a German subject. Under the
old law Mrs. Roth then lost her American citizenship and became a German. Although her husband has become an American citizen, this does
not alter the citizenship of Mrs. Rbth.
She continues to be what she was be
fore her husband changed his nationality a German citizen even though
only by marriage.
Under the German law, however, as
Interpreted by Fritz Haller, German
consul, Mrs. Roth Is an American
citizen because her husband became
an American citizen. Accordingly she
could not be granted a German

SAY

"BAYER" when you buy.

Insistl

Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets, you are"
not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by
physicians over 23 years and proved

safe"

by millions for

Colds

Headache

Toothache

Rheumatism

Neuritis

Lumbago

Neuralgia

Pain,

Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper direction.
kettles ef M aad IO Dresjaita,
Haasy "Bayer kern ef It Male-- Use
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BLAKE

REAL COURAGE

Bakers Bake It For You
no need to bake
HERE'S

old-tim-

your

bread. You've never tasted
finer food. Order a loaf now
and count the raisins.
Raisin bread ii a rare com-

e
rat-ti- n

full-fruit-

bread with at least eight
tempting raisins to the slice
already baked for you by
master bakers in your city.

bination of nutritioua cereal and
fruit both good and good for
you. Serve'at least twice weekly
to get the benefits.

Simply 'phone your grocer
or a neighborhood bake shop
and have a fresh loaf for
lunch or dinner to delight
your folks.
We've arranged with bakers in almost every town and
d
city to bake this
raisin bread.
,
Made with big, plump,
tender seeded raisins. The
raisin flavor permeates the

Use Sun-Mafor home cooking of puddings, cakes, cookies,

etc.

You may be offered other
brands that you know less well
s,
than
but the kind
you want is the kind you know
is good.
Insist, therefore, on
Sun-Mabrand. They cost no
more than ordinary raisins.
Mail coupon for free book of
tested "Sun-Ma- id
Recipes."

full-fruite-

SUN-MAI-

at home

RAISINS

D

The Supreme Bread Raisin
Your retailer should sell you Sun-MaRaisins for not more than the
following prices:
Seeded (in IS o. blw
Seedless (in 15 oi.rtdpkg.) 18e
Seeded and Sesdless ( oi.) ISc

pk.)2M

r
I

CUT THIS OUT AND SEND IT

Raisin Growers,
Fresno, California
Please send me copy of your free book,
I "Recipes with Raisins."
Sun-Mai- d

I Dept.

J

Name.- -.

Street.
Blue Pachayi

..State..

City

Frog Carries Young in Pouch.
Lions symbolize Africa ; tigers, Asia ;
and the kangaroos. Australia, hut
Slouth America's most characteristic
creature 'is the frog, says A. Klngsley
There
Noble in the Mentor Magazine.
are no Important mammnls In South
America, but there are more kinds of
frogs there than anywhere else in the
world. Of these there is no more
one than the marsupial frog,
which carries its young In a pouch on
its back. Noble spent many days with
a Harvard museum of comparative
expedition studying South
zoology
American frogs.

To Satisfy Russian Slot Machine.
We hear on koo1 authority that all
machines in Itussia
are now being fitted up with large
tanks for the reception of sacks of
rubles.
Punch (London).

remember the quotation. It was
spoken by Alan Breck, after the boy,
David, had stood for a minute terrified,
on the brink of a roaring torrent, and
then, still sick with the fear of It,
leaped across.
To Alan Breck, the leap meant little.
It required no courage for him to
make it, for he knew very little fear.
But for the boy, who did the thing he
feared as he feared death, It was a
real act of heroism.
The only real courage consists In
doing the thing we are afraid to do.
The hulking
of the John
Sullivan type, who has as much Imagination as a grizzly bear, is not brave,
lie is sure he is going to win. It takes
no courage to go into a winning fight.
The bully is never brave. In fact
he Is always a coward. Feeling sure
that his superior size will carry him
through, he picks quarrels as a pleasant method of passing his time.
Put this same bully Into the ring
with a large hungry tiger, face hltn
with a man who looks -- s If he enjoys
shooting bullies as much as the bully
enjoys thrashing his physical Inferiors,
and all the courage oozes out of the
bully.
You will never know whether yon
are brave or not till you find yourself
In a position where you are afraid to
do something that ought to be done.
If you do it, you have courage. If
you quit you have not.
Never mistake a physical willingness to take a chance, to attempt some
dangerous thing, for the kind of courage that counts.
It Is not a brave but very foolish
man who walks a tight rope over
Nlagnra falls. It is a brave man, who
not wanting to die, and knowing that
an operation may send him out of the
world, cheerfully goes to the table, to
take the one chance that may mean his
continued support of his wife or his
dependents.
Often the timid school boy, who
fenrs to quarrel, and tries his best to
keep his peace with his fellows, gets
the name of coward. But when this
same boy has to fight for what he
thinks is his honor, or to save a little
boy from a bully, he becomes a very
dnngerous fighter.
Heal courage is not daunted by pain.
The boy or the man who fights when
he Is afraid to, stops being afraid of

The pessimist sees an obstacle In
every tipportunily ; the optimist sees
Longer Attire.
"Has the flapper disappeared from an opportunity In every obstacle.
view?"
To be without ambition is to be
"No," answered Miss Cayenne.
"She's only partially eclipsed."
mentally dead.

Cooking Utensils

V CLEAN

For quick results on
all metalware use

SAPOLIO
Cleans

Scours

Polishes

By F. A.

yesteniCanada
Native Grasses are
Rich and Abundant

.

Cattle fatten uoon them without any grain being fed.
d
lands is not a success, neither
Limited capital on
can tne tenant burdened witn ngn rents nope io succcea.
me place ro overcome incsc is in newem vMuuua
where land it chtap where a home may be made at low
Cue I, ana wnero aatrytng, mvtmu jurmmn no mvmi'
raiting fitv an assund profit.
Land may be purchased from the Railway Companies
or from responsible isnd companies or from private
owners. Pre. homsstsad of 160 ftor.a each are to
be had in the more remote districts.
For lltaitrated literature, maps, deaerip.
tioa of (inn opportunities in Manitoba,
Alberta and Brttiab Co- -

, 8aekatcbewan,

limbia,redBea4rallwarnteete.wrlu

W. V. BENNETT
100 Paler! Trust BulMIng
Omasa, Nsk,
itton

bom

ISMrt.rMl

an Oeienli

night I dreamed he stood again
With fuce pressed to the window pane
And watched to see my motor stop
That when he heard me at the door
He quickly toddled 'cross the floor,
And met nie, shouting: "HJlo, Pop!"

Last

Full
It's
of flavor that won't chew out.
LONG-LASTIN-

G!

It's ECONOMICAL! A five
cent package provides a
treat lor the whole family.

when daylight fades to
Sometimes,
gloom
And ghostly shadows fill the room
I feel again the swelling joy;
For, from the shadows around about,
I hear once more his joyful sLout
In boyish tones: "I'm papa't boy!"

When, after death's cold, chilly hands
Have loosed the Inst of earthly bands
And caused life's weary loud to drop,
I'll feel it is supremest joy
To meet, at heaven's gate, my boy
And hear his welcome: "Hello, Pop!
(Copyright by Will M. Maupln.)
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TJOW often In your dreams have
you passed over this
densely packed road, reached the goal
and stood there In pride listening to
the enthusiastic cheer of the admiring
throngs around you
In your youthful days, when new
visions, like beautiful flowers, were
born over night; when hope had not
yet become familiar with dejection ;
when to picture an achievement was
to realize its full accomplishment, you
soared to the hilltops on the sure,
Swift wings of an eagle, commanding
the world to kneel at your exalted
presence and do your bidding.

til,

yfn

u..
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hard-wor-

You put forth your hand and
tions obeyed.
You lifted up your voice and thousands cheered.
You girded on your armor and
armies followed your fearless leadership without questioning your authority or doubting your ability.
Every youth has had such dreams.
Every boy has felt himself a king and
ever girl has been his queen I
The dream of honor, glory and fame
Is the dream of every human being
possessed of high spirit and lofty aim.
na-

MiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiini

There is an old refrain which runs:
"Ask me no questions, I'll tell you no
lies."
I am inclined to think that It Is
full of social philosophy. Most of us.
probably, have put up our hardest fights
for veracity on occasions when questions
have been asked us, that never should
have been asked. Katherlne Fullerton
Gerould.
WHAT TO EAT

My

chicken thero are
any number of good dishes that
be prepared with little work.
Deviled

860

b.

Flint, Mich.
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WALKER

TX7ITH leftover
Vast stretches of undeveloped fertile agricultural land of
the highest productiveness await the settler in Western
Canada.
The land possesses the same character of soil as
that which has produced the high quality of cereals that
have carried off the world's premier honors so many times
In the past ten years.

breath sweet

Pop 1"

ITlother's Cook Boo

Putnam Fadeless Dyes -- dyes or tints as you wish

appetite and digestion, helps
to keep teeth clean and

To sleep and wake In endless day
But yesterday I heard him say
"Good-by- ,
With dying accents:

THE ROAD TO FAME

Mori aa's Soni Cs. , New York, U. S. A,

Gives Old Capes Glow of New

-

It's BENEFICIAL! Aids
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Something to
Think jlbout

Large
cake

Enoch

(Co pyrin hi by John Blake.)
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Our Joy and
photograph
pride
anything, pain or a black eye, or pun- The picture of our boy who died I
ishment.
He fights because be has
I seem to hear, 'midst tears that
courage, and he usually wins.
drop
There Is more real courage in this Upon Its face, his loving call
world than you fauey. It is behind all Come ringing down the darkened hall
great achievement. If you have It,
To give me greeting: "Hello, PopI'
you are fortunate. But don't be sure,
either that you have or that you It seems but yesterday he died
haven't it till you fiave done or refused But yesterday we stood beside
to do something you were afraid to do.
Uls bed and watched his eyelids

prize-fight-

A Lady of Distinction
Is recognized by the delicate fascinating Influence of the perfume she uses.
A hath with Cuticura Soap and hot
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores
followed by a dusting with Cuticura
Talcum powder usually means a clear,
sweet, healthy skin. Advertisement.

POP1

HELLO,

TJIS

"To be feared of a thing and yet do It,
la what makes the prettiest kind of a
man." Robert Louis Stevenson.
TF YOU have read "Kidnaped" you

1

Chicken.

piece with butter, cover with a dripping pan and bake In a hot oven until
brown.
Make a cream sauce and put
all the crumbs and bits of chicken
fiom the pan Into the sauce. Pour the
sauce over the chicken.
Escalloped Chicken.
Use any kind of cold cooked chicken,
freed from skin, fat and bone.
Make
Put a layer of the
a cream sauce.
sauce In a baking dish, then a layer
of chicken, cut fine, then a layer of
crumbs, then sauce, and repent until
the dish Is full, leaving a layer of butBake In a
tered crumbs on the top.
moderate oven until well browned, add
ing a little milk and water occasionally If It seems too dry.

this dream some of us turn
It
In later yeurs, and gaze at the purple
vasts beyond, shorn of wings, with a
sensation of Illness in the bones and
blood, a weakness In the breast, a
sickening fluttering in the heart, and
Is to

an emptiness

In

the brain.

And It Is this same, old youthful
drenm which keeps the faithful on the
road with their packs upon aching
backs, ns they slowly wend their waj
to the clearer atmosphere, and man'
age sometimes to reach out their tren
bllng hands and touch the god ol
Fame, too weak and worn to enjoy th
fruits of their gathering.
Dream on, young man and womnn
and keep climbing, with ImperlshabU

ardor.
Let nothing daunt your enthusiasm
dim your vision or diminish your cour
age.
The greatest things In life, the flnesl
In art, music and literature, had theli
birth In the dreams of an inspired
mind.
The magnificent lines and propor
Hons of architecture came from tht
brnln of a dreamer, who traced there
upon paper, then built them In stone
and steel.
It is the dreamer who, when once lis
puts his foot on the road to fume, refuses to turn back.
Those without vision falter and
perish
!

()
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Make a sauce of salt, pepper, dry
austard, grated lemon peel, a dash of
rayenne, a tenspoonful of Worcestershire sauce and a few drops of tabasco. Add a lump of butter the size of
an egg when the sauce begins to boll.
Chicken Goulash.
When very hot add cubes of cold
dice two medium-sizeCut
raw
Into
or
beef
cooked chicken.
Veal, pork
Into a hot frying pan pour
potatoes.
may be used in the same way.
two tablespoonfuls of olive oil and add
Stir to keep from
the diced potatoes.
Fried Chicken.
cook five minutes.
Add a
Cut up the chicken and pound each burning and
dash of paprika, a cupful of boiling
malor
fiat
masher
a
with
potato
piece
ALL OFF NOW
a crushed bean of garlic, a
let.
Season, dredge with flour and water,
He: But in your letter you asked
cold cooked chicken, chopped,
of
enpful
or
drippings.
fry in butter
me to call on a matter of great Imsalt and a handful of mushrooms.
portance to you.
cook until the potatoes are
Cover
and
Chicken a la Maryland.
She: Well, you see, Tom called
done.
Cut up a tender chicken, season with
first.
0
salt and pepper, dip In egg and crumbs
end arrange the pieces close together
Happiness Isn't so much a state of
mtn as a stomach condition.
Dot each
In a buttered baking dish.
1922. Waiters NswpniMr Unloo.)

1923 SUPERIOR

Chevrolet Sedan
In 1922 Chevrolet led the world in sales of quality
closed cars chiefly because of the Sedan. This new

Fisher Body Sedan is completely eclipsing its
predecessor because:
QUALITY has been still further improved by more
artistic design and added improvements.
ECONOMY has been still further increased bv engineering refinements and greatly broadened production
and distribution facilities.
SERVICE is now offered on a flat rate basis by 10,000
dealers and service stations.
in spite of added equipment
and more expensive construction, which have greatly
increased value.

PRICE remains the same,

Some distinctive features of the new line are: streamline body design with high hood and crowned, paneled
fenders; vacuum feed and rear gasoline tank on all
models; drum type head lamps with legal lenses. Curtains open with doors of open models.
Closed models have Fisher Bodies with plate glasj
Ternstedt regulated windows, straight side cord tires,
sun visor, windshield wiper and dash light. Th
Sedanette is equipped with auto trunk on rear.
See these remarkable cars.

Study the specifications.

Prices F, O. B. Flint, Michigan
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR

Two Passenger
Five Passenger
Two Passenger
Four Passenger
Five Passenger
Light Delivery

Roadster
Touring - Utility Coupe
Sedanette
.
Sedan

....
-

-

-

-

--

.
. .
--

$510
525
680
850
860
510

Nothing Compares With

'

d

.

Jor Economical Transportation

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michiftn
Division of General Motors Corporation

World s Largest Manufacturer of Low-PricQUALITY
Automobiles. There are 1 0,000 Chevrolet Dealers and Sens-ic- e
Dealers
and Parts
World.
the
Stations Throughout
Depots Wanted In all tarritory not adequately covered.

THE RESERVE

AN EPITOME OF

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD

CONDENSED
PROGRESS

OF THE

OF EVENTS AT

HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAVINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE.

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

FOREIGN
The Reichstag by a vote of 314 to 70
decided to prolong the term of Freld-ricEliert In the German presidency
until June 30, 1925.
George Cudbury, cocoa manufacturer
and founder of the model village of
ISournvllle, died recently at Birmingham, England. He was 83 years of
age.
A world fight against prohibition,
with the L'nlted States as the center
of the wet cumpulgn, was planned at
the closing session of the secret conference of
ut Brus
sels.
Gugllelmo Marconi told the Chicago
Tribune that lie is perfecting a device

for sending private wireless messages
directly between two parties and pre
venting other stations from listening

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

OUTLINES VIEWS

Southwest News

MUCH PROGRESS MADE

STORAGE CELLAR

FOR PUREBRED

ON PEACE PACT

from All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

WASHINGTON

AGAIN

TO PARTICIPATE

DECLINES
IN

CONFERENCE.
Petitions are being . circulated to
have the
mull route
extended on into Tombstone, Arizona.
The automsiiile belonging to Dr.
of Albuquerque, was comYV'ylder,
pletely destroyed by fire when it ignited during a pleusure ride on the
Tljeras roud.
Workmen from El Paso are busy
setting the big stills ut the Tucum
cari oil refinery und it U trelieved that
the plant will be in operation by the
first of December.
T. S. Bowen, pioneer merchant at
Webb, twenty miles northeast of Bisbee, Ariz., was burned to death when
his store, In which the Webb postof
flee wus located, was destroyed hy fire.
T. E. Butler and Paul Hunter, of
Clayton, N. M., are In a hospital at
Clayton In a serious condition as the
result of burns received ut a fire which
came near destroying the Butler home.
The Silver Bell Columbia mining
property, 12 miles southeast of Su
perior, lias been sold to George P. Man
gus of New York, for $075,000, uccoul
Ing to announcement by the former
owners.
E. M. Otero, rancher of the Mag
delena (N. M.) country, made a ship
ment of over 10,000 sheep a few days
ago. The train contained 30. curs und
went to the Western Feeding company
of Colorado.
At a meeting of the board of regents
of the New Mexico State Normal, Prof.
A. O. Bowden, of Baylor college, Bel
Ion, Texas, was selected as the presi
dent of Hie Normal, to succeed J. 1
Chamberlain.
The big fair which was held at
Whitewater, New Mexico, was the best
ever held in that part of the state.
Hundreds of people from Gallup and
oilier points in the southern part of
the stale attended.
According to the report of the oil
experts of the Midwest Refining coinpuny, which brought In the big oil well
In t lit? Shlprock country, the oil Is tin
best quality ever found in Now Mexici
and possibly in the whole country.
llarvvood J, Simmons, vice president
md managing director of the El Paso
Times, died at his home in El Paso u
few days ago. Mr. Simmons formerly
was vice president and general maniger of the 101 Paso and Southwestern
railroad.
The Little Butte Amalgamated Mine
Company Is preparing to resume devel
opment of its properties near Bouse,
Arizona, taking up the work where the
United Mines company left off during
liie war period, and continuing the
sliii ft to the sulphide ore.
At the regular meet lug of the Joe
iuesenherry post of lie American Le
X. II., tie
on, held at Las Crui-esdlnwliuf new officers were chosen:
Edwin L. Holt was elected us post

Growers

of Fruits and Vegetables Lose Money Every Year
by Selling

EXPLAIN

U.S. ATTITUDE

ON

FLOODED

MARKET

(Prepared or the United Statu Department
of Agriculture.)
There Is every reason to believe
that the replacement of scrub and
grade sires by purebreds Is on the
increase. Reports received by the
United States Department of Agriculture from county agents In various
parts of the country show that the

Loss Due to Decay or Sprouting Materials Needed.

Tornado Sweeps Missouri Town.
Joplin, Mo. One person is dead
wo are In a hospital, and several art
missing in a tornado which struck Ie
two parts of Weill) City, several miles
northeast of Joplin, a few days ago
One body was taken to the morgue
und two injured to the Jane C'liinr
hospital at Webb City. Search is belnp
made for several others thought dead

(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
Fruit and vegetable growers are de
of
millions of dollars each year
prived
because they are forced to sell their
products as soon as harvested. Products sold on a flooded market mean
low prices and sometimes a loss, but
this is what the producer must expect
when he sells during an
Unless he has storage
period.
facilities In which to hold his vege
tables or fruit until the prices rise,
he must sell or lose out entirely.
The rise in prices during the storage
period is very strongly marked. For
Instance, a table showing the eight-yea- r

December.
Benefits of Cellar.
A good storage cellar also makes It
possible to keep vegetables and fruit
longer for home consumption. Vegetables that must be stored in the ordinary cellar soon decay nnd In the
spring when the temperature rises
vegetables that have not decayed
will sprout, which decreases their food
value and makes them unlit for marked.
Fruits and vegetables can be
stored In concrete storage cellars for
a long period without any loss or depreciation due to decay or sprouting.
It 18 best to build the storage cellar
on ft north slope and have the entrance facing north. Double doors en- losing a small vestibule are desirable.
ns they permit filling and emptying
uih cenar wua . um uunussioii ut a
minimum of warm air.
Storage cellar walls made of dense
concrete, will keep out the excess
moisture of the earth wdiile water
held in sumps at the base of the
Intake ventilators will give air enter
ing the storage cellar the proper
amount of moisture.
Reinforce the Roof.
The roof must be reinforced length
Inch steel bars
wise with one-hn- lf
placed two feet apiirt, center to center, running the full lenarth of the

Records Prove big vaiue

of Regi-

stered Bull.

other hand, there are no less than 50
men In the county who still persist In
holding out against the progress and
development of the live stock interests
of the county by keeping inferior
grade or scrub bulls. I have a list of
Some of
56 owners of such bulls.
these men have grades that are fairly
good individuals, while others have
scrubs that are the worst kind of a
disgrace to the community and to the
county.
"The cost of a good registered bull
Is so small now that it is a,, mystery
why any fanner will keep anything
else. Many records have been kept
years to prove out
during the last-febull
the actual value of a
In dollars and cents."
Some of these actual figures were
obtained recently by the Department
of Agriculture through an Inquiry sent
out to more than 500 farmers through-- l
out the United States. These men
guve it as their opinion that in all
kinds of farm stock purebreds have
an earning power more than 40 per
cent, better than common stock. It Is
noteworthy that in the case of dairy
cattle, whose productive power can be
easily measured, purebreds were considered to be 47.8 per cent better than
common cows. The lowest percentage
given for any kind of stock was 30.8
'
Cv
per cent.

WITH

FATHER

Helen, Lowell Had Many Adventures
When, Garbed as a Boy, She
Sailed Before the Mast Now
at Home With Mother.

Sixteen years out of
Los Angeles.
her nineteen, Helen Lowell, now of this
city, passed on board a sailing vessel
Her address was simply the Minnie
E. Cain, plying between Puget Sound,
Wash., und Australia and the South
For 16 years Helen
Sea Islands.
never knew a white woman. For the
greater part of that time she was utterly unconscious of her sex.
Helen Joan was the youngest of
Her father, captain
eight children.
of the Minnie E. Cain, met with reverses just before Helen's birth that
left his family in a precarious finanWhen three months
cial situation.
old, Helen was carried on board the
Minnie E. Cain in a blanket, the sails
were set, and the vessel drifted off
on the journey thut was to last for
16 years so far as Helen was concerned.
Taught by Father.
The boat carried lumber and cotton
stuffs, and the only fresh food In the
hold consisted of potatoes and onions.
So the captain fed his buby daughter
powdered milk. Helen grew und de
veloped into a charming young' girl.
Her futher taught her to swim, also
he was her teucher In Latin, navigation, and many other subjects, which
are not usually taken up by the average young girl.
"Every question of philosophy, physiology, nnd morality which presents
itself to a growing girl was answered
by my father by a reference to a book
and verse from the Bible," Helen said.
Her father gave her no toys, no pretty
dresses.
He was rigidly unrelenting
about "feminine foibles."
Dressed as a Boy.
Helen wore a rough shirt and overalls, never had a pair of shoes, and
her curls blew free to the wind. Sh

pure-bre-
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Exterior of Concrete Cellar.
structure.
square bars
live 'inches from center to center
should be placed crosswise. These
steel bars should be embedded in the
concrete k inches from the bottom
cf the roof slab. The walls of the
storage cellar should be of a 1:2V :4
concrete mixture. This means one
sack of cement to 2' cubic fct of
clean, screened sand to 4 cubic feet
of pebbles or crushed rock, which
should also be clean, hard and varying in size from U to l'i inches. Use
only enough water to make the concrete a
mass.
For a storage cellar 20 feet long, 12
feet wide nnd 7 feet, 6 Indies high,
the following materials will be required :
s

Jelly-lik-

e

cubic yarda of and.
cubic yards of pebbles or broken

stone.
191 sacks of cement.
1!0 feet of 4 inch steel bars.
720 feet of
inch steel bars.

I
I
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For Heavy Yields'
Selecting, curing, and testing
seed corn will do more toward
producing a better and bigger
corn crop than anything else. By

careful selection the farmer Improves his corn and Is able to
produce larger, heavier and better, ears.
By properly curing
seed corn he insures himself
against seed of low vitality ; and
by a germination test he avoids
sterile ears and plants only seed
that will give the most profitable
returns. R. A. Moore, Wisconsin College of Agriculture.

FOUR BIG BUILDING FACTORS
Important That Ventilating System
Carries Away Excess Moisture-Sunli- ght
Is Good.

There are four factors to be considered In the erection of new farm
CHAPPED TEATS DURING FALL buildings or the repair of old ones.
1. A good ventilating system is most
Cold Weather Is Blamed for Annoyessential. The fresh air intake, toance ATso Caused by Milking
gether with a foul air outlet, does
With Wet Hands.
away with all excess moisture and
keeps the Interior of the building In
the best condition. Have a trap door
Sore teats often cause annoyance
during the fall season. This trouble or window near the floor on the windmay be caused by cold weather, by ward side In order to maintain air curmilking with wet hands or other lo- rent on the floor.
2. Sunlight is one of the greatest
cal Irritation. When a cow Is so affected she does not stand quietly for natural disinfectants. All buildings,
new or old, should have plenty of winmilking on account of the pain.
Shipping Board Is Sued.
The trouble Is usually remedied dow space, and should be so arranged
Chicago Suit for $1,000,000 damas to admit the sunlight.
ages was filed In the United States without much trouble. The applica
3. Cleanliness Is another point upon
District Court against the Shipping tion of vaseline for a few times on
Board and Munson Steamship line by the first appearance of the trouble will which to place much stress. Windows
check and cure it. If severe, and walls should be so constructed as
Capt. I!. T. Huugensen, formerly em- usually
to permit frequent and easy cleaning.
the teats should be thoroughly washed
In
bill
the
line.
Munson
the
ployed by
4. Convenience Is another Important
and softened with warm water, after
of complaint
Huugensen
Cuptuln
or tannin which may factor. Feed bins, silos, harness rooms,
which
glycerin
charged that lie had been blacklisted be had at
any drug store may be ap- separator rooms and all other rooms
by the Munson line, and the Shipping
and compartments should be planned
with advantage. One applicaBoard. The blacklist, the bill alleges, plied
to save steps, thus accomplishing a
tion followed by the use of vaseline
followed a report he made f Irreguat each milking for a few days will maximum amount of work with a minlarities Involving Shipping Board
imum amount of labor
qsuaMj eutlraUr cure the trouble.
Chris-thins.-

SAILS

w
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Court Bans Bible From Schools.
Under strict inter
San Francisco.
pretation of the laws or California, the
St. James version of the Bible wus
held "sectarian" In a decision handed
down by the District court of appeals,
reversing a decision of the Presno Su
perior Court, before which the claim
hud been advanced that it wus not sec"
tarian, hut "the book of ull
The decision, in effect, bans
the Bible from the public schools of
the state.

"Better Sires Better Stock" movement Is having a notlceuble effect. A
recent statement by M. Gv Lewis,
county agent of Rockbridge county,
Virginia, is typical of a large number.
"The purebred bull movement," says
Mr. Lewis, "is progressing rapidly.
Since January 1, 16 farmers have disposed of grade or scrub bulls and are
using registered bulls Instead. On the

average price for potutoes In the
United States Indicates that in March,
April and May they were 38 cents a
bushel more than In November and

I

Italy Is Reborn, Cry Veterans.
Rome. The triumphant
entry ol
Fascist! troops into Rome was the
apotheosis of Italy's bloodless revolu
tion. Old Romans who witnessed th
entry of soldiers of the king of Italy
Into the capital of his newly welded
ingdom on, Sept. 20, 1870, wept foi
joy and vowed that Oct. Ml, 1922, will
forever mark a great epoch in Italy's
national life. For in 1870, they said,
Italy was born ; today she has been
saved from Bolshevism.

Lass Spent
d
Sixteen Years of Her Life
on the Ocean.

.

SELLS

MEETING.

-

SEA

Nineteen-Year-Ol-

Farmers Are Discarding Scrub and
Grade Animals and Using Registered Bull instead Letter
From Virginia Agent.

Crops Early.

WI'.L SEND ONLY OBSERVERS TO Produce Can Be Kept in Concrete
Room 'for Long Period Without
THE LAUSANNE

asliington. The American government, In notes delivered to the Brit
ish, French und Itallun embussles at
Washington, formally declined to participate in the Near East peace confer
ence scheduled to be held in Lausanne,
Switzerland, this month.
Later, the state department made
public this government's position on
the conference ns outlined in the
"aide memolre" which was transmit
ted to the three governments concerned through the American embas
sies nt London, Paris und Rome.
Reference to the "aide memolre"
was made in the fonnul reply to the
allied notes Inviting participation,
but which were not received by the
state department until after the "aide
memolre" currying instructions
the American view, had been
dispatched to the American repre
sentatives in the three
foreign
capitals.
The formal replies, like the formal
Invitations, were directly worded und
explained that the United States
would send only observers to the
Lausanne meeting, and added that
that conference was primarily a peace
conference to end a war in which the
United States was not it belligerent,
The text of the aide iiiemoire upon
which the formal replies were based
setting forth the Amerlcun uttltude, follows:
"The conference proposed for the
purpose of drawing up a treaty of
peace with Turkey will have primarily
to deal with the problems resulting
from
the state of belligerency between the allied powers, Turkey and
was
States
Greece. The United
neither at war with Turkey nor a
party to the armistice of 1918 und
does not desire to participate in the
finul peace negotiations, or to assume
responsibility for the political and ter
rltoriul adjustments which may be
effected.
"For the purpose of clarity certain
subjects of particular American concern may be briefly summarized.
"1. The maintenance of capitulations which ihay be essential to the appropriate safeguarding of
Interests.
"2. The protection under propel
guarantees of .philanthropic, educa
tional und religious Institutions.
"3. Appropriate undertakings in re
gard to the freedom of opportunitj
without discrimination, or specla
privilege, for commercial enterprise.
"4. Indemnity for losses suffered bj
Americans In Turkey as a result ol
arbitrary and Illegal acts.
'5. Suitable provisions for the pro
tection of minorities.
'0. Assurances touching the free
doll! of the straits.
'7.
Reasonable opportunity foi
archaeological research and study.

QUITSJHE

Noticeable
Movement Having
Effect in Many Sections.

Cochlse-Gleeso-

in.
The London Daily Mall states that
It Is anticipated that Eurl Balfour will
resign from membership in the assemWESTERN
Walter H. Samler, Xi, a deserter, waa bly of the League of Nutions, owing to
shut unl instantly killed
at Camp the fact that he has not been Included
In the new cabinet.
Lewis. Wash., when lie attempted to
The
of the United
t scape from military guards.
States with the labor bureau of the
One fireman was killed und several
'ithers were Injured by a falling wall League of Nutlons was declared high
ut Geneva at the Interna
when the Washington High School at ly desirable
I'ortland was destroyed by fire. The tional labor conference In a resolution
presented hy the delegates of the Jap
fiuildifiK us valued at $.iUO.OO0.
anese government.
I. eland Tucker, 21 years old, Is in
"I am not trying to take away any
Uie county jail at Missoula, .Mont., as
one's
beer; I want to give the voters
a result of a shooting affair on a fieedom
to control the drink trade."
ranch. The young man gave himself up
Thus speaks Lady Astor In an election
to a justice of the peace nt Alherton,
address issued in which she denies
:iy iik that he hud killed his father.
that she desires to Impose prohibition
II. (;. Craig, former general passenon the people by some act or hill.
ger agent of the Louisville Nashville
An attempt was made recently to
railroad, shot himself while seated on blow it Oriel House, Dublin, the bend(he rail of the I'uget Sound passenger
quarters of the government's criminal
sleauier Bremerton, according to
Investigation department, a Dublin dis
the steamer. The body toppatch stales. Several people were
renot
was
into
sound
and
pled
I'uget
slightly Injured and many windows in
covered.
were
the .Merlon Square district
Miss Blanche Adella Hawkins, uni- broken.
versity student at Berkeley, Calif.,
Just one short of OO.IHK) persons en
holds the distinction of being the first
lered t.anadu during the liscal year
in
L'nlted
the
he
to
States
person
i
ended March 31, 11)22, according I
granted u license lor teaching whist- report of the Immigration department
beShe
ling In the public schools.
with
This
Immigrants
lieves whistling a real musical ac- in thecompared
year previous. Of the total
complishment.
IV.l.'JiM) were from the United Kingdom,
After having been closeted for nearly as compared with 74 liSli the year prefour hours the jury in the ease of ten vious, and 2!),.'il"
from
(lie United
Industrial Workers of the World, at Slates, as against 48,0.7J in 1021.
.Sacramento, Calif., charged with vioH.illde Edih Hauim,
the famous
lating the California criminal syndiTurkish poetess and wife of the vice
calism act, disagreed and was dispresident of the Angora government,
charged. The vote was reported to plans to leave next month for u propahave stood U to ii for conviction.
ganda tour of England and America.
Charged with grand larceny for the She is now engaged In gathering staalleged defrauding of Seattle Investors tistics and photographs of the devasof thousands of dollars through promtated districts over which llio Greek
ises of returns from a secret process army
retreated before the Turks,
for the transmutation of common lead which she Is planning to use during
into silver, Frank Anderson, vice presliar tour.
ident of the Aero Aletal Company, und
GENERAL
1''. M. Vogelson,
secretary, were
Marion Maxwell, 22 years old, of
a few days ago.
Council Bluffs, Iowa, was arrested in
".Mudume" Kdith Maidu
Lassing,
connection Willi thefts from mails ut
charged wilh having advocated over- the Union I'ucifiv terminal.
throw of "capitalistic" government and
The National Council of Hoy Scouts
iv.ll marriage, was sentenced by Judge
.Mortimer
Bledsoe of the United anounced the designation of
Benjamin
inStates District Court at Los Angeles to L. SchilT, hanker of New York, as
serve two years In the stale reforma- ternational commissioner of the Boy
Scouts of America.
I
tory for women at Leeds, Mo., after u
John Spencer of l'ope county and
her
of
Indefound
jury
guilty
sending
cent matter through the mails.
Harry Spencer of Conway county,
met for the first
Ark.,
The first stamp of the new
George 1!. QiiescnbeiT.Y
uiiiuundor,
denomination bearing the likeness of tithe ill forty years when they were
coniinaniier.
former 1'resident Roosevelt, was pre- both placed in the same cell In the was elected us vice-pos- t
Both
were
Buck.
us
Old Frank F. Lucero was
sented to Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt re- county jail at Little
under arrest on liquor charges.
post adjutant and linunce onicer. or.
cently, and the Issue placed on sale at
Sanford S. Murphcy, Denver, Colo.,
E. .Mcl'.ujile was the principal speak
Oyster Hay, N. V., Roosevelt's home;
a resident of lover, Del., r ol the evening, ins sunjoct nemg
lit New York City, bis birthplace, and formerly
at the Washington Philatelic agency. who months ago made a gift of ,"(0,000 'Americanism."
Five stamps each from the first sheet for a new I'lvshylerinu Church, has
A suit in equity involving Hie tille
now created a ?."00,OUO fund for establwill be given to Theodore Koosevelt,
if the Ciilumel and Arizonq
Mining
orto eight of lis most valuable
Jr., assistant secretary of the navy, ishment of a school for dependent
oinpany
and Mrs. Alice Longworlh, son and phan children at Dover. The name of
i.iiius in the Warren district, and ask
the school will be the "Elizabeth W. in;': lor an
daughter of the former president.
uccotinling ol ail ores laken
of
in
Murohev School. Inc.,"
memory
at the three offices named, the his
who died here several iron these claims since 1001, asserleil
mother,
stauips will not be placed on sale else- years ago. A new hospital will he built to be valued u! approximately !jQ),000,-0- (
a I, was filed in federal court at Tucwhere until the present supply of
in memory of his deceased fattier, who
manv vear.i ago was pastor of the son, by Patrb-kiJulia Cunningham
stamps is exhausted.
local Presbyterian Church. Sanford S. Kennedy and l.yle E. Kennedy, her
Murphcy Is president of the lluerfuno
and Mary Ailecn Cunning--flight hundred thousand barrels of Coal Company, Willi offices In Denver, husband,
Iiaiu .Morrison and John M. Morrison,
fine old whisky remains In bund guardHie
ut
Brown
and makes his residence
her husband.
ed hy the government.
1'alace hotel when in the city.
James M. Lennox, .former Unilei'
skirt was officially
The ankle-lengtSenator Klieppard, of Texas, has left
Washington for Atlantic City, where and pennam inly removed from the Mates coiiimisioiier at Seniinel, Ariz,
for treat- wardrobes of 300,000 New York women wan taken Into custody at Indianapolis
tie will enter u sunitarluin
ment to prevent a physical breakdown. by the action of delegates to the con- Old., in an indictment charging comvention of the New York City Federaplicity In an alleged "soldier land
The national council of the Wommen anil
an's party drafted an "equal rights" tion of Women's Clubs in voting unani- fraud," in which
amendment to the constitution at a mously to wear dresses no longer than disabled soldiers were alleged to have
lost approximately
10.000, accordcalled meeting recently, it was an- seven Inches from the ground.
Mrs. O II. I". Belmont,
nounced
by
Henry Werblovv, acting manager of ing lo word received at Phoenix by
the I'cUing, China, branch of the Asia federal officials.
president, at Washington.
L'nuctinent of legislation adjusting banking Corporation, was arrested upNearly "0 years ago through causes
the overtime pay id' postofflce clerks on Ids return to New York from China ink now n, two of the bonds issued by
and other postottice employes wis on u charge of grand larceny In con .'.laricopa
county. Arizona, for the
deurged by I'ostmuster (jcncrnl Work in nection with an alleged attempt to
of a railroad from Maricopa
building
means
of
130,000
by
out
to
Senator Townsend, fraud hanks
communications
lo Phoenix disappeared and have never
Michigan, und Representative Steener-son- , of forged cablegrams. His brother, iiirned
up since, m cording to Raymond
Minnesota, chairman of the Sen-ut- e Hubert, until recently an employe of
s
und House committees on
the Chase National hank, was ar- 't. Karhart, stale treasurer, and Chares W. I'airlield, stale auditor, who,
and post roads, respectively.
rested on a similar charge.
at Hilll Attorney C. 1' Wilson, of Flag-itlui'f- ,
A campaign to discourage the use of
Fifty years ago the prison doors
state penitentiary
small-size(Wis.)
Christmas cards and envelWuiipun
representing four counties In the
opes has been Inaugurated by the Post-offic- e closed behind Bill Maxwell, 1'esbtlgo county bond case, are now engaged in
Department. .Small sized cards farmer. Sentence was for life, for the 'unking preparation for the reiinbtir.se-ii- .
and envelopes, it is declared, are re- charge had been the murder of a friend
nt of Hie counties for the bunds in
In a few
with the provisions of the
sponsible for incalculable delay during in a quarrel over a woman.
for
been
have
Imprisoned
the Christinas rush of postal business. days lie will
.'liubling act. The missing bonds were
......
I.- .- 1,
XI
uiocu iv.
Because of their miniature size they an even tuty years.
par! of an Issue of 200.000 put forth
cannot be run through th-- i cancelling Cole does not intend to let the day go by .Maricopa county nearly 40 years
machines, making It necessary to do without some observance of a special go, anil lire numbers 141) and loO of
He has ordered llio prison
thin work by hand, as well as requir- occasion.
lie issue. Each bond was for 1,000
ing extra handling in facing and dis- bakery to produce tne nest cane u md was innile payable to the bearer.
knows how.
tribution.
Athletics at the University of Ari-lon- e
Withdrawal of Allied troops from
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Kn- have been placed under the juris-ilietio- n
'
In
u bank
Siberia tins been followed
by relingineera expects to establish
of a college board of control of
n
ar-re'ew York city within ninety days, w
quished control of the Chinese Eastern
who have segregated
of the engi- seven members,
chief
S.
on
Stone,
the
grand
of
the
part
American,
Railway
the various activities so that they may
before
address
an
In
asserted
Itallun
und
neers,
British, French,
Japanese
e supervised and bundled on u more
tlie third annual congress of the Cogovernments through their representacoordinated scale, according to anare
"We
going
tive on the interallied committee at operative League.
nouncement nt the university.
Vladivostok, and the technical hoard down in among tiie powers that be,"
Two men and u girl were arrested
to
we
are
going
play
he added, "und
at Harbin.
at Wlnslow, Ariz., and were
recently
Expansion In coal production during the gume with them."
lield for Denver police on a charge
the current week, the Geological SurThirty persons were killed when a of stealing an autoiuihlle belonging to
vey reported, brought the rate of out- ltjimmlun railway train returning f'apt. T. J. Dillon, of Fltzslmons hosput to a point "approaching ade- from a coronation Jubilee collided with pital, according to C'uptaln of De'ee
quacy but still fulled to supply much another near Const anza, said a CenWashington Hlnker of Denver.
of margin fur storage purposes.
tral News dispatch from Budapest.

GIRL SAILOR

SIRES

Wore a Rough Shirt and Overalls.
leaped about the decks of her father's
vessel and "dove Into the waves. She
was never molested by anyjnn the
rough, polyglot crew, who stood in
great awe of the captain. When the
Minnie E. Cain landed in port there
was no place for Helen to go but to
the haunts of the seafarers along the
So for safety her futher
wharves.
never permitted her to go on shore.
It is only since she has been living
In Los Angeles with Mrs. Lowell for
the last few months, that Helen has
Dome to know the glory of having a
mother.
And while the adventure of
her early life is thrilling, and she has

trouble sometimes in adjusting herself to feminine attire and the conventionalities of which she has never
heard, yet the joy of the companionship with her mother makes up for all
the adventures which she lias now
Child Fatally Gored by Large Boar.

Bradford,

111.

The

son of Everett Foster was
fatally gored by a large boar on his
father's farm when he and several'
other small children wandered into the
Mrs. Foster drove the hog
hog pen.
away, but not until the child had received fatal Injuries. She was summoned by the baby's seres ins.

Wrinkle Operation Kills Woman, 53.
Mai'shalltown, la. As a result of an
operation designed to remove wrinkles
from her face, Mrs. Anna Coppoclc,
years old, died of lockjaw.
fifty-fiv-
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

The

Ree

A.

Again under way. The vault

has been opened and all the
records found safe.

i

Business will continue as

be- -

fore, just across the street.

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED

5

Per Cent on Time Deposits

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
If we don't look out. We Just ducked
a bad fall. The bulls pretty near had
us that time we poked our nose out

The Big To wn Round Up
--

By

William MacLeod Raine

Copyright by William MacLeod Rain

8TNOP8IS.-- A foreword Mill tMe:
Motoring through Arliona a party
of easterners, father anil daughter
and a male companion, stop to witness a cattle round up. The girl
leaves the car and la attacked by
a wild ateer. A masterpiece of
riding on the part of one of the
cowboys aaves her lire. Then ther
story begins: Clay Mtidaay, range-rideon an Arizona ranch, announce" his Intention to visit the
"big town," New York. On the
train Clay becomes Interested in
a young woman, Kitty Mason, on
her way to New York to become
actress. fhe is
a motion-pictur- e
marked as fair prey by a fellow
traveler, Jerry Durand, (tang politifighter. Clay
cian, and
d
provokes a quarrel and throws
from the train. On his first
Is
York
tn
New
splashed
Clay
day
with
atr by a Janitor. That individual the range-ride- r
punishes
and leaves tied to a tire hydrant.
A young woman who sees the occurrence Invites Clay Into her
house and hides htm from the police.
Clay's ""rescuer" Introduces
herself as Heatrlce Whltford.
meets her father, 01n Whit-for- d
He meets Kltur ifaaon by
accident. She has been! disappointed
in her stage aspirilons.
Clay
visits her. Kitty la Insulted by a
customer. Clay punishes the
Outside, he Is attarked by
Jerry Durand and a companion
and beaten insensible. Clay's
Whltford
with
Ilia "s, tie partner" on the
ripens
Arizona ran- h, Johnnie Green,
cornea to the 'MK town." The two
take an apartment together. WoM
comes that kitty Mason Is
trouble. Clay g"es to the r.-ttand is hlpe3 by Annie Wililkan.
rle corne.H on a party of "jtunmen,"
obviously malting for nls appearance, r'.ty '"gets tire drop" on the
UiUKk, locks them in a room and
wim a theater party,
escapes.
which
the Wliitt'ords, Clay
meets KJtty Mason, friendless and
He
the party to
leaves
ptuintlesu.
take the girl i? ha apartment. Beatrice resents Lindsay's Interest In
Kitty. The two men part In anger.
Hurt and indignant, Beatrice practically proposes .narriaKe to an old
admirer, Clare n.c a Bromfteld,
Their
wealthy
la
announced.
engagement
gang kidnaps Kitty. Clay
appeals to Annie Mllllkan, who
tells him where the girl Is likely
to be found.

CHAPTER

XII

Continued.

t
smoke Clny
Over tliplr
"Keep yore eyes
gave a wurning.
pen, Johnnie. I was trailed to Hie
bouse today hy one nf the fellows with
Durand the nlht I culled on him. It
pells trouble. I reckon the Taclies
re ruing to leave the reservation
fain."
"Say, Clay, ain't you gcttin' home-atrfor the wlilnln" of a rawhide?
Wha'a 'he mutter with us hlttlu' the
dust for good old. Tucson? I'd sure
good-nigh-

k

tp clip.se

"Yfa can
jref-qult-

e.

txt hc'sot

rs

eon-tail-

?

hat-bri-

four-roo-

Johnnie's cose was not so hopeless
as he Imagined It.

like

an' I might not," she said cautiously,
looking at blm from under a broad
"Say, what's the
Are you framln' Jim for up the river?"
'I'm tryln' to save Kitty.1
"Because she's your goil. Where do
I come In at? What's there In It for
"Get the number V
me to go rapplo me friend?" demand"No, I I plumb forgot to look."
(
ed
Annie sharply.
unuer
a
ins
revolver
snppea
uiay
"She's not my girl," explained Clay.
belt. He slid Into a street coat. Then
he got police headquarters on the wlie Then, with that sure Instinct that
and notified the office of what had sometimes guided him, he added, "The
'
taken plnce.
young lady I I'm In love with has
It had come on to rain and beneath just become engaged to another man."
Miss Mllllkan looked at him, frankthe street lights the asplhilt shone like
The storm had driven most ly Incredulous. "For the love o' Mike,
a river.
but as the westerner where's her eyes? Don't she know a
people Indoor
drew newt the drug store Clay saw real man when she sees one? I'll say
with Kllef a taxleab draw up outside. she don't"
A flush beat Into Annie's cheeks.
Itit driver, crouched In his seat behind
the waterproof apron as far back as She went off swiftly at a tangent.
possible from the rain, promptly ac- "Wouldn't it give a fellow a Jar? This
guy Jim Collins slips It to me confidencepted Lindsay as a fare.
"Back In a minute," Clay told him, tial that he's off the crooked stuff.
In gorilla work.
Nothin' doln'
and passed into the drug store.
The abduction was still being dis- He kids me that he's quit goln' out
cussed. He pushed home questions as on the spud and porchclimbin' don't
One of the men In look good to hlra no more. A
to Identification.
the drug store had caught a flash of flat, a little wife, an' the straight road
the car number. He was sura rile first for 'Slim' Jim. I fall for It, though
four figures were 3'JOT. Tlx fifth he I'd orta be hep to men. An' he dates
r was dark me up tonight for the chauffeurs'
did not remember. The
ball."
blue and It looked llk 4 taxi. Tills Information Clay sot rae owner of the
"But you didn't go?"
store to forward W the police.
"No; he sidesteps it this aft with
a fulry title about drlvin' a rich old
He did not wnlt to give it personally, hut Joined Johnnie In the cab. The dame out to Yonkers. All the time
address he gave to the driver with the he was figttrln' on plnchln" this goil
calerproof lint pulled down over his for Jerry. He's a rotten crook."
"What color Is 'Slim' Jim's car?"
head was thut of a certain place of
"A dirty blue. Why?"
amusement known as Heath's I'alace
A woman be wanted to
"That was the car."
of Wonders.
Annie lifted her hands In a 'little
consult was wont to sit behind a window there at the receipt of customs.
gesture of despair. "I'm dead sick
What's there In It? I
Miss Annie Millikun's pert smile of this game.
beamed through the window at Clay live straight and eat in a beanery.
Look at
No lobster palaces In mine.
when he stepped up.
she sang me cheap duds. And Tim gives me
"Hello, Mr.
the over like I was a street cat. What
out. "How many?"
Clay explained that his business was sort of a chance did I ever have, with
"I've got to see you alone
serious.
toughs and gunmen for me friends?"
"You've got yore chance now, Annow," he added.
"If you gotta you gotta." The girl nie. Tim will hop off that fence he's
called an usher, who found a second on and light a runnln' straight for
usher to take her place.
you if he thinks you've ditched 'Slim'
Annie walked down the street a few Jim.
You don't owe Jerry Durand
Where would he
steps beside Clay.
anything, anyhow.
"What's the big idea In callln' me have Kitty taken? You can give a
from me job In the rush hours?" she guess."
asked.
She had made her decision before
"Gimme paper and a penshe spoke.
Clay told his story.
"Some of Jerry's strong-arwork," cil."
she commented.
On Clay's notebook she scrawled hur"Must be. Can you help me?"
riedly an address.
huAnnie looked straight at him, a
"Jim'd croak me 1f he knew I'd given
morous little quirk to her mouth.
this," she said, looking straight at the
"Say, what're you uskln' me to do
cattleman.
t'row down my steady?"
"He'll neter know and I'll never
Annie was pretty, and Inevitably she
It, Annie."
forget
had lovers. One of these was "Slim"
Clay left her and turned to the
Jim Collins, confidential follower of driver. From the
slip of paper In his
Jerry Durand. He was a crook, and hand he read aloud an address..
him
in
some
It.
But
she knew
quality
As Clay slammed the door shut and
his good looks, perhaps, or his game-nethe car moved forward he had an ImherIn
of
fascinated her
spite
of something gone wrong, of
self. She avoided him, even while she pression
in his plans slipped somewhere.
a
cog
found herself pleased to go to Coney
For Annie, standing in the rain unwith an escort so well dressed and so
misty street light,
Another of her ad- der a sputteringstricken
glibly confident.
with fear.
showed a face
mirers was a policeman, Tttn Muldoon
Her dilated eyes were fixed on the
by name, the same one that had resof the taxleab.
cued Clny from the savagery of Du- driver
rand outside the Sea Siren. Tim she
CHAPTER XII.
liked. But for all his Irish ardor he
could. When I got back to the walk
with the water the man was hoppln'
back Into the car. It was already mov-ln- '.
He slammed the door shut and It
went up the street like greased llght-nln',- "

CLAY AND DURAND,

ufjtiln."

Johnnie. I'm not ready
And when I go It won't
of any rattlesnake In the

go,

"Wnadyoti mean I can got If this
Jerry Durand's trying to get you I'll
tM) there foilowln' yore dust, old scout."
"There's more thnn one way to skin
rat. MeMie the fellow means to
tiike at Me through you or Kitty.
I've a mind to put you hoth on a train
lSnx ranch."
for the
"You ctto put the 111" girl on a train.
Yoo. can' put me on none less'n you
go too," answered his shadow, stoutly.
Then see you don't get drawn Into
my quarrels while you and Kitty are
way from the house. Stick to the
lHhteil streets. I think I'll speak to
shout not lettin' any strange man
talk to her. think she had hetter not
go out unless one of us is with her."
"Sulla hie. And don't you take any
That goes double.
chances,
I'm the cautious guy in this outfit, not

tr

foil."

hours Clay heard
Within twenty-fouotoe one pounding wildly on the outer
Joor of the apartment and the voice
f the cautious guy imploring haste.
"Leinme in, Cluy. Hurry! Hurry!"

fee ghouied.

Lindsay was at the door In four
rlden, but he did not need to see the
trlcken woe of his friend's face to
For'johnnle
guffnt what had occurred.
nd Kitty had started together to see
plcturn play two hours earlier.
They done took Kilty In an auto,"
b gasped. "Itlght before my eyes.
tJUImed a lady hail fainted."
"Who took her?"
1 dunno. Some men. Turned the
trl"k slick, me never llftln' a hand.

Ain't I a heluva man?"
"Uold yore hawsses, son. Don't get
excited. Begin at the beglntiln' and
toll me all about it," Clay told him,
jatetly.
"We was comln' home an' I took
Kitty Into that Hed Star drug store
(W to get her some Ice cream. Well,
right after that I heerd a man say how
tfce lady had fainted"
"What ladyr
"The lady In the machine."
"Ware you In the drug store?"
"No. We'd Jea' come out when thla
man
frasrri automobile drew up an'
funped out hollertn' the lady had
fainted and would I bring a glass o'
water from the drug store. 'Course I
r a ttirnn on me ana nitty sne morea
tn ho'n If
tn the

ss

park oy officers and that the downtown
exits were being watched.
Presently he picked up another taxi.
He hesitated 'whether to go to the
address Annie had given him or to Join
the chase uptown. Reluctantly, he de
cided to visit the house.
Clay paid his driver and looked at
the house numbers as he moved up
the street he wanted. Many of the
residences were used to keep lodgers
in.
Others were employed for less

reputable purposes.
His overcoat buttoned to his neck,
Clay walked without hesitation up the
He
steps of the one numbered 243.
rang the bell and waited, his right
hand In the pocket of his overcoat.
The door opened cautiously a few
inches and a pair of close-se- t
eyes
In a wrinkled face glmleted Clay.
"Whadya want?"
"The old man sent me with a message," answered the Arizonan prompt"Got everything ready for the
ly.
girl?"
"Say,
"One
got the

,
who the h 1 are youse?"
of Sllm's friends. Listen, we
kid picked her up at a drug

store."
"I don' know watcher fairy tale's
about."
Clay put his foot against the door
to prevent It from being closed and
drew his hand from the overcoat pocket. In the hand nestled a
persuader.
Unless the eyes peering into the
night were bad barometers of their
owner's Inner state, he was in a panic
of fear.
shoot I" he
"Love o' Gawd,
chattered. "I ain't nobody but the
caretaker."
He backed slowly away, followed by
The barrel of the thirty-eigh- t
Lindsay.
held his eyes fascinated. By
the light of his flash Clay discovered
little inthe man to be a
blue-nose- d

chalk-face-

liiiPIl

street"

the

park

it

d

Seventy-secon-

Some one pressed a button and the
room leaped to light.
Through the
open crack of the closed door Clay
recognized Gorilla Dave. The second
of the gunmen was out of range of hli
vision.
From the sound of creaking furniture Clay judged that the unseen man
had sat down heavily. "It was that
blowout queered us. And say how
came the bulls so hot on our trail?
Who rapped to 'em?"
"Must 'a' been that boob wit' the
goil He got busy quick. Well, Jerry,
won't have to salve the cops this
time. We made our getaway all right,"
said Dave.

"Say, where's Joey?"
"Pulled a sneak likely. Wha's It
matter? Listen! What's that?"
Some one was coming up the stairs.
The men in the room moved cautiously to the door. The ball light was
switched on.
"Lo, Jerry," Gorilla Dave called soft-

six-gu- n
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Get Back Your Health!
Are you dragging around day after
day with a dull backache? Are you
tired and lame mornings subject to
headaches, dizzy spells and sharp, stabThen there's surely somebing pains?

thing wrong.

Probably

it'a

kidney

weakness!
Don't wait for more serious
kidney trouble. Get back your health

and keep it. For quick relief get
plenty of sleep and exercise and use
Doan't Kidney PttU. They have
helped thousands. Ask your neighbor I

A Colorado Case
J, W. Bolln, 1431 E.
River St., Canon City,
Colo., says: "I could
hardly bend on account
of the lameness and
sharp, cutting pains
through my DacK ana
hips. My kidneys acted,
too often and there!
was a red brick-duslike sediment in thei
secretions. A neighbor!
me to try1
advised
Doan's Kidney Pills.
' "1
Th.v hnlneri mft from
the start and finally my kidneys
came strong."
.Get Doan's at Any Store, 60c a Bos

be-

DOAN'S VitlV

FOSTER

MILBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Bilious Attacks
Are Usually Due to
Constipation
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
Doctors prescribe
moving:.
Nujol because it acts like
this natural lubricant and
thus replaces it.
n ujoi is a
lubricant not
a medicine or
I
laxative
bo
fejjtjtjgl
cannot gripe.
Try it today.

ight

There

came the faint sound of a
hand groping on the wall, and immediately after a flood of light filled the
room.

consequent.
"Say, don't point that at me," the
old fellow Implored.
"Are you alone?"
"You know It."
"Is Jerry comln'' himself with the

others?"
"They don't none of them tell me
nothin'. I'm nobody. I'm only Joey."
"Unload what you know. Quick.
I'm In a hurry."
The man began a rambling, whining tale.
The Arizonan learned that a room
had been prepared on the second floor
for a woman. Slim had made the arrangements. Joe had heard Durand's
name mentioned, but knew nothing of
the plans.
"I'll look the house over. Move
along In front of me and don't make
Is liable
any mistakes. This
to permeate yore anatomy with lead."
The cattleman examined the first
floor with an especial view to the ex- Its. He might have to leave in a hur
If so, he wanted to know where
ry.
he was going. The plan of the second story was another point he featured as he passed swiftly from room
to room.
From the laundry in the
basement he hud brought up a coll
.
With this he tied Joe
of clothes-linehand and foot.
After gagging him,
he left the man locked In a small
rear room and took the key with him.
Clay knew that he was in a precarious situation.
If Durand returned
with Kitty and captured him here he
was lost. The man would make no
more mistakes.
Certainly he would
leave no evidence against him except
that of his own tools. The Intruder
would probably not be killed openly.
He would either simply disappear or
he would be murdered with witnesses
The
framed to show
cattleman was as much outside the
luw as the criminals were. He had
no legal business In this house. But
one thing was fixed in his mind. He
would be no Inactive victim. If they
got him at all it would be only after
a fighting finish.
To Clay, standing at the head of
the stairs, came a sound that stiffened
him to a tense wariness. A key was
being turned In the lock of the street
door below. He moved back into the
deeper shuilows as the door swung

noise.
A flash of lightning split the blackv
ness.
Clay dropped to his knees and
crawled away. Another bolt, with Its
accompanying roar, flamed out
Still the westerner did not lire In answer, though he knew just where the
target for his bullet was. A plan had
come to him. In the blackness of that
room one might empty his revolver
and not score a hit. To wait was to
take a chance of being potted, but he
did not want the death of even such a
ruffian as Durand on his soul.
The crash of the automatic and the
rattle of glass filled the room. Jerry,
blazing away at some fancied sound,
had shattered the window.
Dunwd
Followed a long silence.
was resolved to wait until his enemy

grew restless and betrayed himself.
The delay became a test of moral
stamina. The contest was not one of
grit, but of that unflawed nerve which
Is so much the result of perfect physical fitness.' Clay's years of clean life
ly.
He closed the room door and the on the desert counted heavily now. He
was master of himself, though lilt
Bound of the voices was shut off Inmouth was dry as a whisper and there
stantly.
The uninvited guest dared not step were goose quills on his flesh.
But Durand, used to the fetid atout of the closet to listen, for at any
He mosphere of barrooms and to the soft
Instant the men might
crouched In his hiding place, the thirty-e- living of the great city, found hli
nerve beginning to crack under the
In his hand.
The minutes dragged Interminably. strain. Whnt kind of a man was his
More than once Clay almost made up enemy to lie there In the black silence
and not once give sign of where he
was, In spite of crashing bullets? Was
It possible that he could have killed
the fellow at the first shot? The comfort of this thought whispered hope In
the ear of the
Durand
A chair crashed wildly.
fired again and yet again, his nerves
giving way to a panic that carried him
to swift action.
He could not have
stood another moment without screaming--

d

Two Men In a Locked Room.
Some sixth sense of safety one that
comes to many men who live In the
fJi'aTG'M- 'outdoors on the untamed frontier
warned Clay that all was not well.
The machine had swung to the right
and was facing from the wind instead
of into It. Clay was not very well
acquainted with New York, but he
did know this was not the direction
in which he wanted to go.
Lindsay opened the door and swung
out on the running board. "We're go-Iwrong.
Stop the car!" he ordered.
The man at the wheel did not turn.
He speeded up.
His fare wasted no time in remonstrances. A moment, and the chauffeur threw on the brake sharply. His
reason was a good one. The blue nose
of a revolver was Jammed hard against
his ribs. He had looked round once
to find out what it was prodding him.
That was enough tt convince him he
had better stop.
open.
One of them
Two men entered.
Under the brake the back wheels
skidded and brought up against the cursed softly as he stumbled against
curb. Clay, hanging on by one hand, a chair In the dark hall.
"Where's that rat Joe?" he demandwas flung hard to the sidewalk. The
cab teetered, regained its equilibri- ed In a subdued voice.
Then came a click of the lock. The
um, gathered Impetus with a snort, and
"What's the Big Idea In Calling Me leaped forward again.
sound of the street rain ceased. Clay
From Me Job in the Ruah Houra?"
As the cattleman clambered to his knew that the door had been closed
one full view of the and that he was shut In with two
was wary. He had never asked her feet he caught
vindictive face. desperate criminals.
to marry him. She thought she knew chauffeur'! triumphant,
What have they done with Kitty?
It before, at a reception
the reason. He did not want for a wife He had seen
for him by Jer- Why was she not with them? He
a woman who had been "Slim" Jim's especially arranged
even as
ry Durand one memorable night. It asked himself that question
girl.
to the more talkative of the he slipped back Into a room that
belonged
Mllllkan
to
come
Annie
had
Clay
he had surprised at the opened to the left.
now because of what she bad told him two gunmen
He groped his way through the darkgame. He knew, too,
poker
one
pretended
was
man
This
Jim.
about "Slim"
mao and ness, for he dared not flash his light
told
this
that
without
.
being
stand-byswas
there
If
of Duraml's
"Slim" Jim Collins were one and the to guide him, His fingers found the
any underground work to be done It
strickedge of a taesk. Round that he cirn
chance that he would be same. The memory of Annie's
was odds-ohome cled toward a closet he remembered
conviction
carried
this
en
face
In charge of It.
His arm brushed the
having noted.
"I'm asklu' you to stand by a poor to him.
InThe rain pelted down as he moved closet door. Next moment he wa
girl that's in trouble," he said In anbehind
It
closed
goftly
had
and
side
street
that
swer to her question. "You wouldn't toward the brighter lighted
been him.
let Durand spoil her life If you could Intersected the one where he had
And none too aoon. For Into the
a saloon caught
of
The
lights
dropped.
It."
atop
went In, room came the gunmen almost on hli
He
corner.
the
at
hli
eye
do
Where
cue?
what'a
my
"Well,
got police headquarter! on the wire,
I come In on thla
voice
Jerry'U ralae b V
and learned that a car answering the
heroine act?"
entered the room.
abhis
on
a!
used
they
the
wai
of
saying
by
"When did yon iee 'Slim' Jim laatt' description
"And that ain't ail. We'll land In tlr
"1 mlKht 'a' seen him this afternoon ductor liad been headed Into Central

yfi

from

the
cowpunchsr
Simultaneously
pressed the button beside the door and
plunged the room In darkness. He
without
swiftly and

RWM

Shootl" He
o' Gawd,
Chattered. "I Ain't Nobody but the
Caretaker."

"Love

his mind to steal out to learn what
the men were doing. But his Judgment told him he must avoid a brush
with so many If possible.
The door opened again.
"Now beat It and do as I say If you
know what's good for you," a bullying
voice was ordering.
The owner of the voice came in and
slnmmed the door behind him. He sat
down at the desk, bis back to the
closet.
Through the chink Clay saw
that the man was Jerry Durand.
From his vest pocket he took a fat
black cigar, struck a match and lit
It. He slumped down In the swivel
chair. It took no seer to divine thnt
his mind was busy working out a problem.
Clay stepped softly from his place
of refuge, but not so noiselessly that
the gangman did not detect his presence. Jerry swung round In the chair
and leaped up with catlike activity.
He stood without moving, poised on
the balls of his feet, his deep-se- t
eyes
narrowed to shining slits. It was
to
headhurl himself
In his thought
long on the man holding steadily the

menacing revolver.
"Don't you ! I've got the dead wood
on you," said the Arizonan, a trenchant saltness In his speech. "I'll shoot
you down sure as h l's hot."
Durand's face wore an ugly look of
Impotent malice, but his throat was
dry as a lime kiln. He could not estimate the danger that confronted him
nor what lay back of the man's presence.

"What you doln' here?" he demanded.
"Makln' my party call," retorted
Clay easily.
Jerry cursed him with a low, savage
stream of profanity. The gangman
enraged was not a sight pleasing to
see.

Clay stood by the door. His revolver covered the crouching gang leader.
His eyes were hard and pitiless.
"Try another shot," he advised Ironically.
Jerry did. A harmless click was all
the result he got. He knew now that
the cowman had tempted him to waste
his last shots at a bit of furniture
flung across the room.
"You'll tell me what you did with
Kitty Mason," said Clay In his low,
persuasive voice, just as though there
had been no Intermission of flying bullets since he had mentioned the girl
before.
"You can't kill me, when I haven't
a loaded gun," Durand answered between dry lips.
The other man nodded an admission
of that point. "That's an advantage
you've got of me. You could kill me If
I didn't have a gun, because you're a
yellow wolf. But I can't kill you.
out
That's right. But I can beat h
of you, and I'm sure goln' to do It."
"Talk's cheap, when you've got a
In your fist," jeered
loaded
Jerry.
With a flirt of his hand Clay tossed
the revolver to the top of a book-casout of easy reach of a man standing
on the floor. He ripped open the buttons of his overcoat and slipped out of
It, then moved forward with elastic
step.
11

six-gu-

"It's

you

or

rand."
r
The
risive triumph.
eat you alive."
prize-fighte-

me

now,

Du-

Jerry

gave a snort of de"You d n fool I'll
I

I reckon my system can
"Mebheso.
assimilate any whalin' you're liable to
hand me. Go to it."
Durand had the heavy shoulders and
swelling muscles that come from years
of training for the ring. Like most
pugilists out tf active service he had
taken on flesh. But the extra weight
was not fat, for Jerry kept always in
He held his leadergood condition.
ship partly at least because of his
No tough In New
physical prowess.
York would willingly have met him In
fight.
a
The younger man was more slightly
built. He was a Hermes rather than
His muscles flowed.
a Hercules.
They did not bulge. But when he
moved it was with the litheness of a
panther. The long lines of shoulder
and loin had the flow of tigerish grace.
The clear eyes in the brown face told
of a soul indomitable in a perfectly
synchronized body.
Durand lashed out with a swinging
left, all the weight of his body behind
the blow. Clay stepped back, shot a
hard straight right to the cheek and
ducked the counter. Jerry rushed him,
flailing at his foe blow on blow, intending to wear him out by sheer hard
hammering. He butted with his head
and knee, used every foul trick he had
learned In his rotten trade of prizefighting. Active as a wild cat, the
scored a left
Arizonan
on the eye, ducked again and fought
back the furious attack.
The gangman came out of the rally
winded, perplexed and disturbed. His
cheek was bleeding, one eye was In
distress, and he bad hardly touched
his agile opponent.
e

BETTER
DEAD
Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take
,

COLD MEDAL

The National Remedy of Holland for over
200 years; it is an enemy of all pains resulting from kidney, liver and uric acid
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Medal on every box
and Accept no imitation
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tt slso kills mice,
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water Ima-coyotes, wolves, cockroaches,
and ants, A 35o box contains enough to
kill 60 to 100 rats or mice. Oet It from
our drug or general store dealer today.
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Let Cuticura Be
Your Beauty Doctor
Soap 25
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Present Strength of Army.
The total strength of the army within the continental limits of the United
States at the present time Is 97,000,
of whom some 72,000 are army nurses,
field clerks, cadets or memhers of special service, such as tlie quartermaster corps, medical corps and hniuiee
department.

"I reckon heaven, h 1, and high
water couldn't keep you from cussln'
now. Relieve yore mind proper, Mr.
Durand. Then we'll talk business,"
murmured Clay In the low, easy drawl
Important to Mothers
that never suggested weakness.
Examine carefully every bottl Of
flow of lanThe
CASTOHIA, that famous old remedy
guage dried up. He fell silent and
lot infants ana ciinureu, unu see mm ji
stood swallowing his furious rage. It
Bears the
had come home to him that this
of
Signature
with
the
fellow
flanked
young
Tn TTse for Over 30 Years.
jaw and the cool, steady
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
eyes was entirely unmoved by his
threats.
There's a Reason.
"Quite through effervescing?" asked
Sly little son went to a party tvIIi
Clay contemptuously.
me.
The gang leader made no answer.
While at tnhle I reminded him of his
He chose to nurse his venom silently.
manners by saying, "Norhert, you for"Where's Kitty Mason?"
"Norbert, you
Still no answer.
got to sny please."
"Had enough? I'll ask you
must say thank you," etc.
"I asked you what you've done with
once more where Kitty Mason
He replied, "But, mother, I'm not
Kitty Mason?"
Is."
used to It." Chicago Trihtine.
"That's my business."
"By G d, you'll tell, or I'll tear
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
It out of you!"
look to Your Eyes
Clay backed to the door, found the
Beautiful Eyes, tike fine
Cheerful
Thought.
It
Inner
to
the
side
key, transferred
Teeth, tre the result of Constant
"The Yanks are coming," hummed Care. The dally uie of Murine
of the lock, turned It, and put It In his
nvakei Eyes Cleat and Radiant.
aa
as
he
for
dentist
the
prepared
Enloyable, HarmleM. Sold and
pocket
All imiamw
Recommended
The cornered gangman took a traction. Octopus.
chance. He ducked for the shelter of
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Northwest Borderland Is
facial Crazy Quilt Mountaineers
Never Completely Subdued by
Afghan or Briton.

pleases, and only man Is vile.
"Manhood Is the first requisite of
C.
D.
Dispatches him who
Waahlngtou,
hopes to join an Afghan
the havoc
bum
India,
detailing
He must win his spurs before
tribe.
'
wrought by raids along the Afghan
he is given a wife and his share In
berder, may Indicate to those who the tribal lands.
thai
East
In
the
traveled
merely
pave
"Behind the coat of dirt which Is
India's "annual frontier war" Is on. the
right of every tribesman except on
from
In
bulletin
a
But, as pointed out
durbar days both men and women are
the Washington (D. C.) headquarters
more than ordinarily good looking.
of the Nutlouul Geographic society In
most tribes the women are Jealous- dealing with the uorthwest Indiun
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frontier, troubles In the East might
easily uieau a great deal more this
year.
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University of Colorado Receives
$612,000 Check.
Denver. The savings fund of the
jwj'nil hospital und medical school of
the University of Colorado Is $012,000
richer by virtue of a check for that
umnurit received by Clark 0. Mitchell,
of the Hankers Trust Company, resent
of the university, from the Rockefeller
Foundation of New York City. Six
hundred thousand dollars of this sum
is a part of $700,000 promised from
the Itockefoller Foundation as n gift
for medical and hospital heeds of Colorado.
The $12,000 is a part of a donation
of $50,000 promised by the foundation
to tide over the medical school at
Boulder, following failure of the legislature to appropriate the necessary
funds.
,A condilion was attached to the
promise of donation by the board of
education of the foundation to the
that a like sum he raised among
the people of Colorado, which was
done, under the leadership of Dr.
Ceorge Norlin, president of the
of Colorado.

Having been assured by Mr. Mit
chell that the $000,000 would be con-

tributed, the Kockefeller Foundation
forthwith sent a check for that
amount. The remaining $100,000 of the
promised sum will be received in a
short time, said Mr. Mitchell. .

Casket Cloth Used For Gowns.
New York. Casket cloth wus used
for women's gowns nnd men's evening
clothes in 1019 during the shortage of
broadcloth, according to testimony
given at the trial of a suit for $21,744,
brought by N. J'.ecker and Company
against Arnstaedt & Co., Inc. The
plaintiff alleged that this sum was
lost through the failure of the defendant hi complete deliveries of 400
was
pounds of casket cloth and that liemarforced to buy goods in the open
ket ut a higher price. The jury returned a verdict for $10,000.

"With the Near East, central Asia
nnd India seething with unrest," says
d
(lie bulletin, "any
Afghan
village, with Its battlemented towers
might became another Serajevo.
Hillman vs. Plainsman.
"From Armenia to Wazlristan,
where
mountains, destitute
of crops, frown down on rich valleys
and wide, fertile plains, there persists
the anachronistic struggle between
bandolero of the
the freedom-lavinmountain fastwsses and the
Steadfast stand
plainsman.
the frontiers which separate the regions where law and order are a help
from thow where they ure a hindrance.
inhabit the
"The tribes which
Jumble of land between the Indus nnd
the Afghan boundary are a wild lot.
Malaria hfiS left Its mark on many,
but the fittest hnve survived. Climate
and famine, knife and jezall have disposed of the weaklings. Neither Afghan nor Briton lias ever been able
completely to subdue the freedom-lovinmountaineers who Inhabit this
rabbit-hutcof warlike, clans which
have been used pro and con according
to wSere the best fighting was promised and the best pay offered.
"Tftese are the Independent tribes,
each With Its own William Tell. And
If their Independence is noticeable
from beyond the breastworks of their
beloved hills, their local Independence
Is Just as marked.
For every man
who (Ms fallen before the invader
many another has fallen In the Interminable Inter-trlb"One might call the region the land
of Puslito and postln. for Push to Is
the language which binds most of the
tribes together even more closely than
their Mohammedan religion,
"The Pnthnns claim descent from
tlie lost tribes of Israel, who were carried captive into Media by Nebuchadnezzar. That makes them close relatives of tne Durnnl Afghans, whose dyBut
nasty still rules Afghanistan.
there are I'athans and I'athans, and
locally at leant they are called by
other names.
Ghtlzal Makes Fine Figure.
"The man who wins deepest admiration is the Ghilzal, upon whose caravans the frontier trade depends.
Once tlieir dynasty ruled Persia. Now
they weave the shuttle of trade back
and forth between central Asia nnd
the Indian plains, bring r.g the rich
rugs of Bokhara and Persian pussycats rust the stern walls of Fort Jam-ruto the Kabul! bazaar in Peshawar,
full
Tricky as a tflpsy In
of contempt for the Hindu and of fellow feeling for. the Sikh, warriors by
courage, robbers by nature, traders by
the Ghllzais are a manly
profession
lot whose early forbears ef Turkish
origin lived In the central Asian
lands whence .they bring down the
dried fruits of Murghab and the
Zerafshnn.
Tramping along with his
his powerful
camels,
chest hured to sun and wind, th'e (ihll-za- i
ever-wil- d

blood-feud-

For $10,000.
that they were
the Chicago-Purduwhen they presented tickets purchased from scalpers, J. MeElroy, C. E. Fruddan and B.
Br Duggan filed suits for $10,000 each
In Superior Court against the Univerwas
sity of Chlcaga. The suit, it
said, was based on a recent decision
of1 a California court.
Kecently the university started a
campaign against scalpers refusing
to" accept pasteboards sold by brokers.
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Assisting Disabled
Men and Families.
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ANNUAL REPORT ON ACTIVITIES

r
Work In ForContraction of
In Do- eign Fields and Expansion
e
mestic Activities of Peace
of Last Year's Work.
Post-Wa-

,

Fea-tur-

Washington. Contraction of postwar work in foreign fields, expansion
activities of peace,
In the domestic
and sustained interest of the members
of chapters in local service programs,
are featured in the annual report of
the American P.ed Cross for the fiscal
made
jear ended June 30, 1022, just
public.
Membership statistics show approx1
imately 4,000,000 enrolled on July
last, und 3,300 uctlve chnpters In the
United States and In its Insular possessions and foreign territory. The
peak of war time had 3,785 chnpters.
When a year ngo emphasis was laid
on the fact that the Bed Cross was
spending some $10,000,000 to help the
man or his family,
disabled
the general opinion seemed to be that
the high mark for this service had
been reached. Yet for the fiscal year
Just begun a budget of $3,0.10,092.90.
or SUGiVitX) more than was spent last
year for soldier sorvlce, was set apart
Adding to
by national headquarters.
this budget the funds which will be
disbursed by the chapters throughout
the country, It Is estimated that the
aggregate for the current year will.
fall not far short of nnolher $10,000,-000These funds are devoted to a
wide variety of ministrations to the
rtianhleil veterans which the govern
ment Is not authorized by law lo render nnd for which no funds are provided by congress. On June 1 last
men were
27,487 disabled
receiving treatment under the government, and authorities declare that the
number will reach 28,000 by January
1, 1923.

Help for Veterans.
In addition to Individual service to
veterans under treatment the Bed
Cross claims and Information service
handled 71,200 claims of all Kinds In
the year just closed. The chapters
reported ,0t.".07! Instances of service
to veterans and their dependents, at a
cost estimated lo exceed $fi.K40,0)0,
and 04,174 allotment checks which the
Post Office department reported
were delivered to their
rightful owners by the Bed Cross.
the service which the
Although
is a tine figure of a man, one who.
peoples American Bed Cross was called upon
dropped among the
horse-tradin-

1

heavy-necke-

d

Brain Machine for the Artillery

mour.

"Warrior,

freebooter,

marauder,

thief, the true Afghan will not keep a
The hills are
shop or learn a trade.
his brothers, his knife his bosom
friend, bis matchlock his protector,
He may lend himself to this faction or
s
that, to empire or democracy, to prog-resor destruction. But above every
other Interest is his desire for

to do in behalf of the stricken and
Impoverished nations overseas during
and afler the war practically came to
a close on last July 1, the program of
services and relief ndopled for the
current fiscal year require a budget
mounting to $9,739,872.47 This Is less
by $2,7:15,975 than last year's expenditures by the national organization.
However, the large financial operations of the 3,300 active chapters during the year, combined with this hud-geIt Is estimated will approach an
aggregate of, some $20,000,000 expended throughout the world by and
In the name of the Bed Cross.
The following summary of the allocation of Bed Cross expenditures under the various main headings In the
national budget for the year July 1,
1922, to June 30, 1923, does not include
chapter expenditures or any estimate
of the value of volunteer work done
by thousands of chapter members, but
It visualizes an operating expense in
peace time In the spirit and along the
lines of the chartered duties of the
American Bed Cross:
How the Money Is Spent.
Assistance to disabled
SS.O.TO.SK.W
vice men and women
Service and asslstanc to Red
and their
Cross
chapters
1.IS3.2I0.80
branches
75o.uuO.lHj
Disaster relief
Hospital and other service to
30ti.300.0O
reirulHr army and navy
Assistance to other organiza(n work re
tions
200,000.00
lated to Red Cross activities..
Other activities In the United

States

Medical and hospital supplies for
distribution by the American
Relief administration In Rus
l.KM.044.83
sia
Completion of child health pro- 641,314.10
ifrnm In Kurope
Completion and liquidation of
relief
ecneral
operations
810.718.15
abroad
'
Assistance to League of Red
WlHO.cfl
Cross Societies
4!)3,ir4 70
Management
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Never accept "Just as Good" Brands; it
will only mean disappointments and failwnich are expensive.
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Calumet Is a High Grade Baking
Powder, Moderate in Price
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DYED HER DRAPERIES,

WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
Each package of "Dinmond Dyes" contains directions 90 pimple that any woman
can dje or tint faded, shnliby skirt,
dresses,
wnisU, coats, sweaters, Htoek-inghitngings, drapericH, everything like
new. Buy "Diamond Dyes" no other
kind then perfect home dyeing in guaranteed, even if you have never dyed before.
Tell your druggist whether the material
you wi?h to dye is wool or silk, or whether
it is linen, cotton, or mixed goodn. Diamond Dyea never streak, snot, fade, or
run. So easy to use. Advertisement.

OLD

BAKING POWDER

The Economy

When you use it
you never spoil any
of the expensive ingredients used
such as flour, sugar,
eggs and milk.
The sale of Calumet
is 2XA times as much

BEST BY TEST

as that of any other
brand.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BAKING POWDER

RAGS USED IN ROOFING

Discarded Odds and Ends Play an
portant Part in the Nation's
Housing Supply.

"My fair face wit my fortune once
But everybody knows
That since that box of Taultless came,
My fortune's in my clothes."

Im-

Old rags play an Important part in
(he nation's housing supply, us most
of the roofs on modern homes are
partly nmde from them. In the form
of roll roofings and prepared shingles,
old rags cover more American homes
than all other types combined. In the
preparation of asphalt materials for
roofing purposes thousands of tons of
rags are made use of every year.
Thrift states.
After the housewife has thrown
away her accumulation of odds and
ends or sold them to the leathern-lunge- d
Junk man who roams the
streets of all American cities and
towns with his Jingling bell, they pass
through many hands before eventually
reaching the factory, where they are
sorted and reduced to a palp. This is
made into a raw, coarse fabric of long
fiber and great durability. Into every
pore and opening of this cloth hot asphalt is pressed and the material is
Mien covered on both sides with asphalt and crushed slate. The product
of the process Is a very durable, waterproof solid material which is used
to cover most American houses.

SOCIETY MEN WEAR CORSETS
Fad Spreading in England, and Said
to Be by No Means Confined
to Fops.

habit among
The corset-wearinmen Is coming into vogue again, suys
an Investigator In Kngland.
"A leading London corset lore who
supplies most society men, puts down
a good customer's bill ut $7o0 per annum. Let no one Imagine that It is
only fops who wear them. The majority of wearers are military men, who,
I learn, require a greater amount of

pudding than civilians. Others are ormen, given to mandinary
ly sports, and by no means effeminate.
"A man's figure lias to be gradually
coaxed Into shape, and It is put first of
all Into a soft silk corset with scarcely
any bones, until he attains by degrees
to the full glory of the perfect figure.

Cynical Rhadamanthus.
Pulled in for speeding Ibe young
couple stood before the rural magis"This process usually takes three
trate.
"Ten dollars for reckless driving," months, and live special makes of corsets are employed In the development,
said the latler.
"But listen, judge," pleaded the or perhaps It would be more accurate
young man, "we were on our way to tu say the 'repression,' of the figure."
have you marry us."
"Twenty dollars, Ihen," exclaimed
The Better Kind.
"You're more reckless
Hip magistrate.
Schoolmistress Tommy, what did
I thought
thuii
you were." Boston
you disobey me for?
Fvening Transcript.
'Cause I thought you'd
Tommy
whip me.
Wasted.
She What did you want me to
"Nnw, I don't like euchre." "Why
for?
no!?" "Can't bear to see good poker whip you
lie 'Cause pa said If you didn't Iip
hands going to waste."
would, and he hurls.

Ihin't Imagine that you are
of gravity.

t

lie

Marcel Wave Is Fifty Years Old.
Marcel, the hairdresser, who created
the "wave" known by his name ti
every woman, Is going to celebrate th
fiftieth anniversary of ids invention,
just as there are anniversaries of
poets, scientists and statesmen.
Marcel started life as a rather different sort of artist. His fattier was)
a stonecutter and tried to get his boo
to follow In the parental footsteps,
but young Marcel dreamed of dressing
court ladles' hair.
Marcel made his million, and theo
suddenly closed shop 25 years ago.
He started to Italy, but stopped outside of Paris and bought a chateau,
where lie Is still living.
Timely Aid.
negro woman came into t
Hollywood real estate office the other
day and was recognized as the tenant
of
small house the value of which
had become much enhanced by reason
of a new studio building In that neigh"Look here, nnntie, we lire
borhood.
going lo raise your rent this month,
the agent remarked briskly. "Deed,
an' Ahse glad to hear dat, sab," the
old woman replied, ducking her heat
"Mighty glad, fo' sho, cnse
politely.
Ah des come In byah terday ter tell
yo' all dat Ah couldn't raise hit dla
month." Saturday Kvenliig Post.
An old

Too Bad.

"Iladiuin
"Yes, but it
wear It."

Is extremely
valuable.
Is so dangerous you can't

Louisville

Courier-Journa- l.

Honors achieved far exceed those
that are created.

mm

mmmm

PULPITS
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$333 Makes Milhonarre.
This electric brain machine invented by Hannibal C. Ford of New York
Berlin. The sum of $333 In United
(standing) automatically computes and records the range for the big coasl
man a milliondefense guns and predicts the advnnce location of the mvlng enemy, making States coin makes
allowances for atmospheric pressure, temperature 'of powder and all details aire In Germany in German marks.
heretofore computed by hand. Captain H. B. Ely Is shown operating the sys One can pureh" '"105 marks for $1
now. They uea to be worth 24 cents,
tern now In Washington. It will later be Installed at Panama.

.,,,nr-- . .

Low Price and High Quality
Don't Go Together, Stick to

national organization.

certain conditions.
The proposed ordinance suggests thai
the archbishop or bishop of a diocese
may Issue a license to a deaconess to
perform any of the following duties:
To prepare candidates for baptism ana
confirmation ; In church, In the absence
of the pastor, to read morning and
evening prayer and the litany, except
such portions as are assigned to the
priest only, and to instruct and to exhort the congregation and to conduct
services tor women and children.

-

An 'automatic electric system of
railroad signaling was put into successful operation for the first time 50
years ago. It was the Invention of
William Robinson, and the trial to
which he submitted bis signaling appliances was made early In September,
1872, at the town of Klnzua. on the
old Philadelphia ft F.rle railway In
northern Pennysvlvanla.
Mr. ltoblnson Is very generally referred to as "the father of automatic
Ills invention Is
block signaling."
recognized as the forerunner nnd at
the same time the basis of "practically every automatic electric block signal system In use on railroads today."
This tribute to his work appeared
in a recent report of the Interstate
commerce coiataislon : "Perhaps no
single Invention In the history of the
development of railway transportation
has contributed more toward safety
and dispatch' In that field than the
closed track circuit."

Be FooHedi

HDomi'H:

way Transportation,

J9.73S.872.47
Total national btidset
Hem of service and assistance
to Bed Cross chapters and their
branches, In the above Nummary, embraces a general service adjusted lo
such activities as t lit? health service.
Which includes staff aids in life saving, first aid and nutrition work; the
Junior American Bed Cross program;
Is
As a rule, a man's insignificance
the nursing service. Including enroll- In
exact proportion to Hie importance
ment and assigimii-n- l of nurses for all
of his telephone voice.
Bed Cross and public heallh nursing
other
all
and
emergencies
demands;
in chapter work in every field.
Disaster relief requires a high efficiency of preparedness to render adequate aid without loss of time. In 73
disasters last year $1,441,4815 was expended by he Bed Cross. It Is evident, therefore, that the budget for
disaster relief this year is conservative.
Of the lota! hudg"t less than $500,-00In the
Is allotted for management

The

Sydney, N. S. W. The prospect of
woman preachers occupying pulpits in
ninny New South Wales churches has
arisen as t lie result of a proposal
which Is lo come before the next
Anglican provincial synod, that women
be permitted to conduct services under

U

Name of William Robinson Written
Large In the History of Rail-

180.406.S9

New South Wales Synod May License
Church Deaconesses in Anglican Church.

e

SIGNALING

SKIRT AND A SWEATER

WOMEN

Legacy Left To Mexico City.
El Paso. A legacy of $4,320,475 has
been left the l'rivate lieneficent SoIsabel
ciety of Mexico City by Mrs.
Pesudo De Mier, who died recently In
Paris, France.
The society was notified by n Probate court of Paris of the bequest,
which Is to he used in public charity
work.
American Consul Tomi.s Oreozco Jr.
of I'll" Paso said Mrs. I'esado De Mier
Dwned much property in Mexico.
Chicago U. Sued
Charging
Chicago.
reused admission to
football game

F. K. Harris and Henry Shaw,
two farmers near Cape May, N.
.1., are thanking a flock of about
8(H) crows for what they now
believe will prove to be a bumper potato crop. They had about
given up hope of saving the
plants from a horde of big green
worms when the crows alighted
In the fields and In a few minutes had picked the plants clean
of worms.

Spend Millions
to Aid Veterans

g

pence-lovin-

FATHER OF BLOCK

"P esky" Crows Saved
Jersey Potato Crop

the Wazirls, the largest of Paathan
tribes, are considered as dregs of the
earth by their fellow Afghans. Their
women are free and often unfaithful,
and vain. Their
their men
environment has given them tine
adultly guarded and the reward for
bodies, but their souls are unredeemed.
Is death to the woman and the
Nowhere Is there a better example ery
of his right foot in her paraof a region where every prospect loss

India's

162H-4- 5

THE IIAi.DWIN

of the South, could we'll be thought
a god.
"Call an Afghan 'Wazlr' and he will
Call him 'Wa.irl'
show gratitude.
and he may kill without warning, for

Anachronistic Struggle Between
Bandit Hillmcn and Peaceful Plainsmen Persists.

ordr a promptly
n

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Its a main highway
THE

Postum eomea in two
forms: Instant Postum (in
tins) prepared Instantly In
the cup by th addition of
boiling water. Postum
Carsal (in packages), for
those who prefer to make
the drink while the meal
is being prapared; made
by boiling fully 30 minutes.
The two forma ere equally
dtUcious; and the coal la
only about Hc

P'

Mad by Poetum

Cere!

way to satisfaction, comfort and health

Postum, has become a world-wid- e
way.
This famous table beverage which has stood the test of
twenty-fiv- e
years, fills every requirement of taste for a
hot and invigorating mealtime drink. Unlike coffee or
tea, Postum contains nothing that can irritate nerves or
disturb digestion. Even the children may safely enjoy it- Wouldn't it be well for you to avoid the harm which
so many have found in coffee and tea, and protect
health while pleasing taste, with wholesome, satisfying;
Postum?
Order from your grocer today!

POStUm
Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

FOR HEALTH

"There's a Reason'

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Inerior, U. S. Land
office at Laa Cruces, New Mexico,
October 8, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
New
Ygnacio Aragon, of Magdalena,
Mexico, who on September 25th, 1922,
made additional Homestead entry No.
023929, for Shi Section IB, "Ehi NE
Section 22; S
NWK, Section 23,
township 2 S, range 14 W. N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Justlnlano Baca, U. S.
Commissioner, at Magdalena, New
Mexico, on the 23rd day of November,

YOUR

PROTECTION

1922.

Callmant names as witnesses:
Manual Zamora, of Mangas, New
Mexico; Libor Baldonaldo, of Mangas,
New Meico; Jose T. Sanchez, of Datil,
New Mexico and J F. Romero of Mag
dalena, New Mexico.
Nemecla Ascarate,
Register.

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

NOTICE

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have

Department of the Interior,' U. S.Land
at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
October 3, 1922.
Notice 1b hereby given that Mary E.
Christensen, of Caddo, Texas, who on
Land
AugUBt 8, 1912, made Desert
entry No. 07267, for Shi SW Section
office

a savings account at this bank.
Money

o
FOR PUBLICATION

that's idle means money wasted.

Put

your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We

watch both the pricipal and interest for you and

ref-

t

lieve you of all the banking worries.

NW4; Ntt

SWhi, Section 9, township 5 S. Range 12 W,, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final proof, relief having been
granted under the act of March 4,
1916, to establish claim to the land
above
described, before Justiniano
Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at Magdalena, New Mexico, on the 24th day of
4;

DATIL

:
Steve Garst went to
Magdalena Friday and Mr. Garst returned to Datil Monday. Mr. Garst
made a trip to Greens Gap in the middle of the week and was back home
for the week end.
Sunday some of the Datil people
went to Box H Ranch for a picnic.
The day was simply fine, and every
one had a wonderful time eating out
of doors and climbing the rocks. Mr.
tried
Delmeter and Mrs. Reynolds
their hardest to bring in a bob cat,
but they only got rabbits. After playing games and visiting the picnickers watched the branding of the cattle
for a short time at the Drag A ranch.
The cattle gathered and being held
at the Drag A ranch was a sight that
has not been seen in this country for
a long, long time cattle as far as
the eye could see and the big corral
filled. They branded in the shute.
Theodore Gatlln and outfit arrived
at the Drag A ranch Saturday with
some 1200 head of cattle. The ranch
Is swarming with men and is the
busiest place we have seen in so long
it was mighty interesting. Some of
the catle are "spring" poor but will
make it If they are not held up too
long.

SERVICE

COURTESY

HONESTY

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK

When in Need
Of anything in the line of

General Merchandise
GIVE US A TRIAL

T.C. TURK, Reserve,

NJ.

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle-

Lathe Work
Welding

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

Phone No. 3.

A. G. HILL, Manager

Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Shoes

New Stock Ladies' Oxfords
shoes

Endicott-Johnso- n

Silk and wool hose

Outing flannels
Sweaters
Winter clothing

MAIL ORDERS

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons

and
'

GIVEN

Other perishable goods

PROMPT ATTENTION

Bob Seitz was down for his mail
Saturday and got the long looked for
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land fancy shirt and Its a beauty.
Bob
office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
colors
run
to
Ira
and
and
make
they
1922.
October 6,
Notice is hereby given that Frank a very bright spot on the landscape.
C. Mathers, of Greens Gap, New Mex
ico, who on March 20, 1918, made
Not long ago an amusing incident
homestead entry No. 017713, for Vfhi occured at Datil. It seemed that the
SEVt, SE4, SW, Sec. 21, township
a bunch of hogs
2S, range 13 W N. M. P. Meridian, has Lodge bought quite
filed notice of intention to make final and the neighbors were worried to
three year proof, to establish claim to death with them as they ran loose.
the land above described, before JusThe management said they would
tiniano Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at
"speak
gently" to the hogs and see
Magdlena, New Mexico, on the 25th if
would
remain in the pen, but
they
of
1922.
November,
day
it seems that said hogs didn't unClaimant names as witnesses:
L. R. Mathers, N. A. Blggers, L. B. derstand ENGLISH---bein- g
Spanish
Moore and John A. Lawrence, all of
hogs and they persisted In rooting
Greens Gap, New Mexico.
up things and doing a lot of damage,
Nemecia Ascarate,
so some several villagers captured the
Register
o
"deah" little hags and at supper time
put them in the lobby of the lodge.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The management didn't think
the
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Joke very funny, but no damage was
office at Las Cruces, New Mexico, done and it served as a
very good
October 5, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Leigh hint that hogs needed to be penned.
R. Mathers, of Greens Gap, New MexWe read The Catron County Stock
20,
ico, who on March
made
1918,
homestead entry No. 017715, for the man with great amusement last week,
SE
Section 28, T. 2 S., R. 13 W., and had only Just finished reading
and on April 11, 1921, made Additional about
Major Gile and how he can fly
homestead entry No. 017716, torWhi
Whi Sec. 27,NE4 NEH NE& NWii and how "Uncle Ramon" may not be
NWU Shi NW; SW, Sec. 28, able to fly 7000 ft. high, but he can al
Township 2 S. range 13 W., N. M. P, ways be depended upon to walk
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
on his big long soberly legs,
to make final three year proof to es straight
tablish claim to the land above des and about this time Reserve wanted
us on the phone, and we went to ancribed, before Jutsiniano Baca, U,
Commissioner, at Magdalena, N. M, swer the call, and as we came out wr
on the 25th day of November, 1922,
spied he Major, who we had reao
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. C. Mathers, L. B. Moore, N. A. about as being ill and having to De
Blggers and John A. Lawrence, all of put to bed in the lobby of the Lodge
Greens Gap, New Mexico.
dancing the light fantastic in his big
Nemecia Ascarate,
fur coat with a lady. We were overRegister.
ly glad to know that the Major was
o
A
No.1 up and around.
List
RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST
Mr. and Mrs. Kiser were In Monday
Notice is hereby given that
the on business, and waited for the mall.
lands described below,
embracing They report much deeper snow in
635.84 acres, within the Datil National
Center than here.
Forest, New ISexlco, will be subject to I'umpkln
settlement and entry under the pro
Mr. and Mrs. Drumm and Brooks
visions of the homestead always of the
United States and the act of June 11, Bryan have gone to Arizona for the
1906 (34 Stat., 233), at
the United winter. They may go on to CaliforStates land office at Las Cruces, New nia if
they do not find what they
Mexico, on March 20, 1923, by any
want. Mr. Bryan Is very- expert In
qualified person except that for
period of 90 days prior to said date, mining.
the land will be subject to a prefer'
ence right of
men of the
Louis Conrad, of Salt Lake, was in
war with Germany. Such
but went on to Magdalena.
men, in order to avail themselves of
their preference rights, must file their
Jas. Graham was a visitor Saturday
applications on or after November
29, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1923. night and stopped for dinner at BaldAll such applications filed on or afcer wins Sunday.
Major Olle was a pas
November 29, 1922, but prior to De senger.
cemDer zu,
win be treated as
simultaneously filed at 9 a. m. on
Two herds from out West are pas
December 20, 1922. All such appli
cations filed on or after December sing at this time, and its going to
20, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1923, seem very strange to have so many
will be treated In the order in which cattle leaving the country.
filed. Applications may be filed by
the general public within 20 days
The water froze up at the Lodge
20,
1923,
and
prior to March
will be
as
treated
simultane Sunday night and Monday all the
ously filed at 9 a. m. on March 20, tourists had to get Water from the
1923.
Shi Lot 1, Lot 2, NW
Lot2, upper well.
Ehi Lot 3, Whi NEtf SWtf, Nhi SE"4
Whi
SW
SWK, SEVi SE
SW4,
Ailee Lawrence and Carol Cady
Sec. 21, T. 3 S., R. 21 W., N.
M. P. M., containing 158.36 acres. Lot went on a moonlight ride with Rus
3, 4, SV4 NE4 SWhi,
SE4 SWhi, sell Pullen and Landon Peters. They
Sec. 16 NH Lot 1, Sec. 21, T. 8 S., R.
went to Swingle canyon and enjoyed
21 W., N. M. P. M containing 157.48
acres. Shi NEi4 NE, NWH NWH the ride very much.
NEK, Shi NWii NE, Shi NE, Ehi
NEK NW, Ehi Vfhi NEK NWK
Loraine Cleveland is going to Al
Sec. 16, T. 3 S., R. 21 W., N.
buquerque Saturday to remain for
M. P. M.,
160.00
acres.
containing
SWK NWK, SWK SEK NWK, NK sometime. Mrs. Cleveland and other
NWK SWK, SEK NWK SWK NEK daughters will meet her In AlbuquerSWK, NEK SEK SWK, SWK NWK que and all go back to Berkeley toSEK. NK SWK SEK Sec. 15, T. 3 S., gether for the
holidays.
R. 21 W., N. M. P. M., containing
160.00 acres. The total area of the
Billy Swingle was In Sunday. Mr.
tracts Is 635.84 acres. Listed without
applicant. The above lands comprise Swingle is shipping with everyone
four separate tracts and should be
restored to entry as Individual units
and entry allowed only as such. List
Walter Martin and the McPhauls
September 23, 1922, (Signed)
Geo. R. Wickham, Assistant Commis- passed Saturday but are holding out
on the plains until cars come.
sioner of the General Land Office.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE

YEAR'S

DISASTER RELIEF COST

Mr. and Mrs.

November, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A bunch of cattle from Salt Lake
Josephine Jensen, of Magdalena,
New Mexico; Frank Landavazo, of district passed Datil Monday morn
Datil, New Mexico; Boney Landavazo, ing early on the way to market.
of Magdalena, New Mexico; S. C.
Christensen, of Magdalena, New
Heck Whitley is again working for
the Drag A outfit and several new
Nemecia Ascarate,
men not known by the correspondent
Register.

SAFETY

$1,441,486

J. E. RHEIN

Entered as

second-clas-

s

Red Cross Aided 145,000 Victims in United States Losses
Total $30,000,000.

EDITOR AND GENERAL MANAGER.

-

matter at the
under set of Congrss of March

o

o,

WO.OOO,

cluded twenty-si- x
floods, nineteen tor
nadoes, fifteen fires, four epidemics,
two theatre collapses, two shipwrecks
(one. an airship), and a bridge col
collilaps, mine explosion, railway
lion and a drought. Of the floods In
the United States that at San Antonio. Texas, caused the greatest
property loss, $6,000,000 and the high
mark of fatalities, 100, while the
flood In the vicinity of Vlcksburg and
Natchez, Miss., forced 31,000 persons
from their homes.
A National Calamity
In the Red Cross disaster relief
records there will probably remain
for many years one calamity which
touched uearly every state with
sense of horror and of loss. This was
the distressing collapse of tbe roof
of the Knickerbocker Theatre In
Washington, D. C, resulting In nine
deaths and 125 persons Injured,
Situated In the center of the beauti
ful Northwest residential section, this
motion picture theatre was patronized
by many persons of prominence both
In the official and civil life or tne ma
tlonal Capital, whose family and personal connections radiated out ever
the entire country. The horror was
Intensified by a terrific snowstorm
which, though It retarded, did not
block Red Cross relief.
Airship Crash Finds Aid at Hand
The crash and destruction of tbe U.
S. Army's large airship Roma In Vir
ginia last February with the loss of 84
officers and men and 11 Injured was
the first disaster of Its kind to call for
Red Cross relief In this country. The
suddenness of the accident tested the
preparedness of the organization and
of the Chapter at Hampton, va., dm
tbe response was Immediate and relief
furnished the survivors, also funds for
the expenses of relatives of t&e dead,
who came from long distances to claim
their own.
In the year's oversea record for aid
rendered by the Red Cross are two
fires In the Philippines, one In Manila,
which destroyed 1,000 homes, with a
loss of $1,500,000 and 6,000 persons
made homeless, the other at Tonlo,
which drove 8,000 from their dwellings.
In medical relief that was quick and
effective the smallpox epidemic In San
Domingo, which had a total of 22,000
cases with 225 deaths In a single day,
tested the readiness of the Red Cross
for action, and the same can be said
of the San Domingo hurricane, which
killed 12 persons and reduced the
homes of 182 persons te wreckage. A
flood In San Salvador, with a death
toll of 50 and 2,000 refugees, was also
effectually handled by the local Chap
ter of the American Red Cross.
Relief Machinery Perfected
The year has seen the further perfection of diisaater relief administra
tive measures In every field of Ameri
can Red Cross activity, and that the
work may be carried on to still greater
accomplishments the American Red
Cross is appealing for widespread re
newal of membership during the an
nual Roll Call, to be conducted this
year from Armistice Day (November
11) to, and including,
TDanusgmng
Day (November 80).
x

1879.

Ira Sweeza, of near Quemado,

this

town on business
Mr. and
now living

.......

,

Seventy-twdisasters, with hundreds reported killed and Injured, and
more than 145,000 either homeless or
MAGDALENA
requiring assistance, called for emer
the
measures
and
relief
gency
pendtture of $1,441,480.36 by the
R. W. Lewis, of Socorro, was here
American Red Cross during the fiscal
on business on Monday.
June
30,
1022, according
year ending
to a statement based on the forth'
Mrs. Linder, from Socorro was a
annual
report of tbe Red
coming
Cross. The greatest toll of life was business visitor, Friday.
taken by hurricane and tornado,
Oliver King, stockman from
while the overflowing of rivers, the
is here this week.
breaking of dams and torrential rains
flrove the greatest number of people
from their homes. Tbe property loss
Malcom Major, from the Puertecito
was estimated at more than S3(v country, Is here on business.

In

2,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
One Year In Advance

The year's disaster! reported

at Reserve, New Mexico,

post-offi-

Is In

week.

re

Fred Knobloek
at the Field ranch.
Mrs.

T. F. Gooding, of Albuquerque,
registered at the Aragon Hotel.

Is

E. E. Engle, of Quemado, is a busi
ness visitor here for a few days.

:i

town

......(2.00

from his ranch near

Gus Welty Is here from the
country for a few days
week.

effort to

the

serv-

Red Cross workers In
the peace program by their participation in the Roll Call. In this way
the vast army of volunteer will once
more affiliate with the work of the
Bed Cross in Its manifold phases. Cooperation also has been assured by

Government and private maritime InRoll Call that
terests In a deep-se- a
Is designed to reach every member
or potential member In every part of
the world who may be en voyage or
temporarily In any port.
Thousands of Chapters will adopt
the borne canvass plan of enrollment
which originated In Pittsburgh, where
last year It resulted In a membership
Increase of 50 per cent. All records
la this year's campaign will be kept
en standard size cards to be filed by
each Chapter for future use.

Subscribe for the Advocate.

Rose-da-

le

this

week.

Frank Landavazo, sheep man from
Aragon, came in from the ranch on
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Crowder were
here from Circle C ranch on Tuesday,
voting.

Anastacio Baca spent a few days
here this week, from his home in
C. A. Cunningham, of Reserve, la
here this week looking after business
affairs.

W. D, Newcomb, clerk of the Diswas here from Socorro, on
and Mrs. Parker Qulnn, were m trict Court,
Monday.
town from the ranch on Monday.
Mr,

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bullard were
Gatlln, on Monday morning a fino
here from Cow Springs Wednesday
baby girl.
Supervisor Douglas returned from
Miss Florence Dismukes made a trip
an official trip to Reserve Nov. 4th.
to the Dismukes ranch west of town,
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Farr are here on Friday.
for a few days from Catron ccounty.
Neal Hillhouse, who spent the past
Manuel Landavazo is In town from week at Farmlngton, has returned to
his sheep anch near Horse Springs. Magdalena.

Mayes, of tha Salt Lake coun
try, is here this week shipping cattle.
D. R

Mrs Ballou, of Rosedale, is in town

this

week.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Major Gile and J. A. Graham, of
Quemado, were in town the past week. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,

October 3, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Francis- co Landavazo, of Datil, Horse Springs
New Mexico, who on September 14,
made additional homestead entryAttorney Perry Madden left Wed 1922,023035
No
for township 4 S., Range
nesday on a business trip to Reserve. 13 W N. M, P.
Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stanley are in year proof, to establish claim to the
town from their ranch to the West of alnd above described, before
lano Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at
us
Magdalena, New Mexico, on the 22nd
day of November, 1922.
Mrs. D. B. Johnson, of Santa Fe,
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. E. Sanchez, Francisco A. Sanvisited Mrs. Milo Burlingame last
chez, Laureano A. Sanchez, Susan A.
Sanchez, all of Datil, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
John Sakarlason spent several days
Register.
Wm. Fulleron was in town on Mon
day from his ranch In Catron County.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
MAGDALENA,

NEW MEXICO

5 PER CENT PAID
ON TIME DEPOSITS
The Largest Financial Institution iir Socorro County
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Heard World Around

a universal
ice of war-tim- e

e.

Matias Baca, merchant at Quemado,
and wife, were business visitors this

Red Cross Roll Call

The Annual Roll Call of the Ameri
can Red Cross for registration of the
membership for 1923 will begin on
Armistice Day, November 11, and
close on Thanksgiving Day, November
SO.
The ground work for this stU'
the mem
pendous task of
bership throughout the world has been
laid In a plan for the first complete
and comprehensive system of registration of the Red Cross membership In
all Its 8,300 active Chapters at home
and abroad.
An important feature of the roundRoll Call campaign will be

Rose-dal-

"

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
-:-

-

COMPANY

-:-

-

The Cash Store
GROCERIES, DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,
HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET
GASOLINE

FILLING STATION

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled
MAGDALENA,

NEW MEXICO,

